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With the foregoing, I thank all members 
of Club 100, here on Oahu and elsewhere, 
for the tranendoos support and cooperation 
that my fellow officers, Board members and 
I have received over the past two years. 

We've cOllJlented at times about the ten
dency of us 100th guys to ''Let the other 
guys do it" and not do lI1lch about whatever 
it is that needs to be done. 9.lt when the 
chips are down, the 100th spirit still 
shows in the superb response to the call 
for support. It's so heartwarming to see 
that display of the 100th spirit. The 
la test was at the Hershey Miyamura' s 
portrait dedication. The turnout was 
wonderful. Deep heartfelt thanks from the 
Program Coomi ttee Olainnan Mike Tokunaga 
and his corruni ttee members along with 
much mahalo from your officers, board 
members and me! 

FINAL MESSAGE! --to those of us who have 
expressed something like this from time to 
time--"Us 100th guys' did what we were 
supposed to do. Let the records speak for 
itself!" Tbeir attention is invited to 
the following: 

In the Novanber 9, 1981 is
sue of the Pacific Business 
News, David Free, UDder the ti
tle "Lest We Forget," wrote a 
very nice 6OO-plus word article 
on the 442nd and its accomplish
ments. No attempt is made 
to take away the credit from 
the 442nd. It is noted, however, 
that the 100th is 'ranemhered' 
by Mr. Free when he wrote: 

"Tbe 442nd had been pre
ceded to Europe by some 
of its original members 
who had been detached to 
join the 100th Infantry 
Battalion. This unit 
had been involved in 
some of the war's bi t
terest fighting and had 
earned a commendable 
name for itself at 
places like Salerno, 
CaSSino, and Anzio." 

Many, many people do not 
know! And those who do, some 
forget! 

LIT US NEVER FORGET I We lI1lst keep on 
doing whatever we can to have our record 
ranembered. 

Beaucoop support and IIlICh success for 
our next president, Stanley Nakamoto. 

Hideo Kajikawa 



An interview with Howard Y. Miyake, 
Able Chapter: a story of love, compassion, 
combat, political acumen 

"Doc, I'll keep the pain!" 

by Ben Tamashiro 

Howard Miyake had-no particular affection for cats. So when his wife, 
Juanita, came home one day with a Burmese kitten she had bought from a lady 
friend in Manoa, he exclaimed, "I don't want any part of it!" She gave no 
outward sign of vexation but as soon as he had said it, he realized that his 
impulsive and intemperate remark had ruffled her feelings. He loved his wife 
very much and to have hurt her in this manner was an act unlike him. 

Without another word, then, he got a box and set about to make a bed in 
the laundryroom for the kitten. He was taken by the silken texture of the 
seal-brown coat and the languid beauty in those golden-yellow eyes. But most 
of all he was raptured by that trait particular to these felines - people 
loving, talking, fighting cats. 

Howard as club president in 1958 

The nights in Dowsett Highlands in Nuuanu can 
get pretty chilly so he lined the box with 
several layers of soft toweling. But even in 
the comfort of the downy enclosure, the kitten 
cried all night; no doubt, partly in loneliness. 
So on the next, he placed the kitten right on 
his chest when he went to bed. (Juanita slept 
in a separate bodroom.) The two slumbered 
soundly till morning. So that's how it began ... 
as, for the next 14 years, the two slept side 
by side each night. 

"She even had two litters, right there on the 
bed, beside me!" said Howard, with elation. 
"There were nine kittens in the first and six 
in the second. We gave them all away." 

And when the cat, named Puutao (a Burmese word; Juanita picked it, Howard's not 
sure of its meaning) died in April 1972, he buried her by a corner of the house 
where Juanita's favorite gingers grew. 

Death of a beautiful lady. Juanita Carmencita Arnez was of Spanish-French
American Indian descent. "She was a beautiful person," said Howard of her. He 
was in Letterman General Hospital in San Francisco in 1947, recuperating from 
his war wounds, when an Air Force fighter pilot invited him to a birthday party 
There he met Juanita. He dated her the next night, and for the next eight months. 
They were married in Reno, Nevada, the following May. The fact that she was 
Roman Catholic and he a Protestant (Congregationalist) in no way blocked their 
path to happiness. But what religion could not put asunder, death did. 

Juanita was afflicted with a lingering illness almost from the time she 
was a young girl. She was born in Lake Charles Parish, Louisiana (outside of 
New Orleans). The place was heavy with forests of pine trees and at the young 
age of 14, a fungus from the pine trees had lodged itself in her lungs, bringing 
on the first stirrings of sarcoidosis, or Boeck's Sarcoid - a rare disease which 
invades the tissues, most frequently affecting the lungs, skin and lymph nodes. 
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And although it usually heals eventually, it is a long illness which can be 
disabling . Because the disease so frequently attacks the lungs, it has been 
confused with tuberculosis; however, it is not communicable because it is not 
a bacteria. 

For a long while, the cause of Juanita's lingering listlessness was, indeed, 
a confusing dilemma. It was not until 1951 that her disease was finally diagnosed 
a s sarcoidosis. The disease had caused her heart to expand in order to compensate 
for a weakened lung and in the overexertion, it almost gave way in 1960. During 
her long years of illness, oxygen tanks and other life-sustaining aids were always 
positioned around her bed. She died in May 1972, almost to the day that she 
married Howard 24 years ago. Her death also came one month after Puutao, her cat, 
was buried near the ginger plants she loved so much. 

"She remained a beautiful person till the end," said Howard. "Three days 
before she died, she said to me, 'Howard, don't remain a widower very long. A 
man your age only deteriorates. Find someone nice and get married to her.' Then 
she said, 'If you don't take good care of your second wife, I'm going to come back 
and haunt you!'" 

Sai d Howard, "I recited this to my second wife, Harumi, and it made her very 
happy because she had been warned by her classmates that she shouldn't marry a 
widower because she'd be competing with memories of the first wife, be competing 
with a ghost. She 60es with me to Juanita's grave every month." 

Bu t t erfl i es are for real. Two days after her death, his nephew came by to help 
wa ter the long neglected plants. He noticed a butterfly flying in circles around 
the entrance to the home. Said Howard, "Because of its strange antics , he kept 
it under observation. It flew back and forth in front of the house, then flew 
to the side and back and to the front again, in a counterclockwise pattern, and 
so for th . Then s uddenly it f l ew up over the roof and di sappear e d. My nephew 
t hen watered the whole garden. It was t he fi r st and onl y time he'd done this." 

A few days later, Howard called one of Juanita's fri ends to offer her what
ever she would like to have of Juanita's beautiful clothings . The two were 
almost identical in size: 5 feet 7, dress size 14, and shoe size a very narrow 
7 ~ quadruple A. "The friend then wrote me a letter telling of her experience 
with a butterfly," said Howard. "She had been lowering the hem of Juanita 's 
dresses to meet the current style. Her eyes were tired so she went into the 
garden to look at something green. She felt something flying around her head so 
she tried to brush it away. The moment she saw that it was a butterfly, she had 
a funny feeling that it was Juanita telling her how pleased she was that she 
could use her dresses." 

Howard told of other instances. "Before she died, she kept begging me to 
go up on the roof and oil the cedar shake butt shingles. But I never had time. 
But after she died I had time. So I'm up on the roof one Saturday, spraying 
Diesel oil mixed with termite medicine. Then a butterfly came flying around my 
head. 'Hey, butterfly, go away. You're gonna get killed by the fumes of the 
termite medicine,' I said to the butterfly. But it kept circling near my head. 
And I had a funny feeling that it was Juanita telling me how happy she was that 
I was oiling the roo.f. But I didn't finish the job that day so the next day, 
Sunday, I went on the roof again. And the butterfly came again, then disappeared. 
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"The next time I observed the butterfly was in Japan. The past-past-past 
president of Fujitsu corporation asked me if I wanted to go fishing. I said 
okay. But to get to the fishing area, we had to go to the resort area the night 
before because to catch this particular type of fish, we had to start at 5:30 
in the morning. So that afternoon he picked me up at the hotel and on the way 
down, we stopped at his home because he wanted to show me some plants he had 
brought back from Hawaii. So we entered his garden, admiring his plants. Then 
this butterfly appeared over our heads. I asked my host if he had butterflies 
in his garden. He said that because of environmental pollution, he hadn't seen 
one for years. 

"Then as we entered his home, the butterfly followed us into the dining 
room. The host's wife remarked that this was the first butterfly she had seen 
in years. 

"Next morning we went fishing, four of us. As I'm fishing, one of them calls 
out to me that a butterfly is flying over my head. Now, this is way out on the 
ocean! So I turn to look and sure enough there's a butterfly flying over my 
head." 

"Doesn't all this kind kind of give you chicken skin?" I asked. "Oh, 
yes," he replied. "I never believed in reincarnation till all these things happened." 

He had one more. "The last time we saw the butterfly was after my son, Mark, 
was born. The president of Fujitsu had sent him for Boys Day three big paper 
carps. This was in 1979 when he was three years old. I had chopped some bamboo 
poles on which to hang the carps. And we three - my son, my wife, myself - we 
were resting on a concrete bench. Then a butterfly came, to rest right on my 
finger! How do you explain a butterfly coming to rest on a person's finger! That 
was the last time we saw the butterfly." 

Howard believes that the presence of the butterfly is a sign of Juanita's 
continuing love for him; that she is pleased with him. In that kind of under
standing, the butterfly has become an inspiration to him. He has explained the 
incidences to his son. And at his young age, the lad seems to have some grasp of 
what they mean to his father because in his prayers, after he has made the circuit 
of thanking the Lord for the sunshine, the rain, the green trees, the singing 
birds, and what not, he always remembers to also thank the Lord' .. for the 
bu t terfl ies. " 

The butterfly is considered to be one of the most beautiful, graceful, and 
useful of all insects. It flies from flower to flower, carrying pollen from one 
to the other, making it possible for flowers to bear fruits and seeds. It is 
hard to believe that such a beautiful creature was once a destructive wormlike 
caterpillar. 

Analogous to the transition from worm to beauty, Howard believes that 
Juanita's death is a triumph because as much as he continues to love her, in 
spirit, he also loves another - as she said he should. So, like the tone of his 
son's prayers, he, too, is grateful to the Lord for all his blessings. 

A day of combat. Howard was one of the 1,400 original members of the 100th 
Infantry Battalion (Provisional) who sailed out of Honolulu Harbor on June 5, 1942, 
for points unknown. Two year~ later, almost to the day, he was struck down by 
fragments from a bursting enemy mortar shell. 
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Said Howard, "The Allies under Gen. Mark Clark were on the attack, to tie 
down the six German divisions in Italy so that when the Normandy Invasion took 
place (on June 6), none of these divisions would be able to go north to aid in 
the defense of Normandy. It so happened that the 100th was the point battalion 
for the 34th Division. And A Company was the point for the 100th. There were a 
company of tanks and a company of tank destroyers and two companies of 4.2 chemical 
mortars attached to the 100th. It was a big parade, with A Company in the lead. 

"Mits Fukuda was company commander but he had to go to the rear so he asked 
me to run the company. I was executive officer, a second lieutenant. Yasutaka 
Fukushima was with us also. Lt. Williams, out of Yale University, was leading the 
3rd Platoon. 

"We got shelled by the 45th Division artillery on the left. They were firing 
out of their zone, fired two barrages on the 3rd Platoon. I had no radio frequency 
with the 45th so I had to go through the 34th artillery. 'What the hell are you 
guys doing, firing on us?' I yelled into the field radio when the relay was 
finally patched into the 45th artillery. 'We thought you guys were escaping 
enemy,' was the 45th's reply. 'Bull shit!' I yelled. There was no mistaking the 
big white stars painted on our tanks and vehicles. And we were headed north. And 
I told the 45th artillery colonel that 'this isn't your artillery impact zone, 
goddamn you. Look at the map! This is 34th Division artillery zone!' I was mad. 
I didn't have the heart to tell my men that they had been blasted by our own 
artillery. Many in the 3rd Platoon had been wounded." 

Wounded. "Anyway, late that evening, the 2nd Platoon was getting hit pretty badly. 
The platoon was under the second lieutenant from Maui, Sadami Katahara. I told 
him to move his platoon from the left side of the road to the right side. Then 
I went to check the mortar section under Sergeant Sahara. I came back to the 
company CP and had just sat down by the SCR 300 - the pack radio - when I heard the 
round coming: Sh-h-h-sh! Mortar shell! I threw myself forward. It exploded 
right behind me. I could see the dirt flying allover the place. But fortunately, 
I was so close to the explosion area that most of the fragments went over me. But 
I got caught from my neck down to my toes. 

"And the funny thing. I had an 'o-mamori' (talisman) my mother had given 
me, in my left breast pocket. And a New Testament in my right pocket. So I got 
wounded allover my back! None in front!" 

Howard burst out laughing. "I was playing both sides! I still have the 
o-mamori. It's jus t a piece of paper my mother got at a Shinto shrine." Howard 
was evacuated to the battalion aid station. On the way he passed out. He regained 
consciousness at the aid station but he lay still with his eyes closed. Then he 
heard the battalion surgeon, a haole doctor, say, "Looks like another hopeless 
case. But let's turn him over anyway and dress his wounds." 

"At that moment I made up my mind to live," said Howard. "I'm going to 
fool you, man. I'm going to show you. He thought I was unconscious when he made 
that remark." 

Continued Howard: "But for the longest time nobody grabbed hold of me, to 
t urn me over. After a while, I felt two pairs of hands grab me and turn me over. 
But it wasn't until I retired from the service and back in Honolulu, in 1947, that 
I fo und out whose hands were those. I was living in Kaimuki and I was driving 
down on Harding Avenue one day and I ran into "Pilipili" and I asked him whether 
he was there at the aid station. Yea, he was there. So I asked him how come 
nobody grabbed hold me for a long time, after the captain had said to turn me over. 
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I was so full of holes that they didn't know where to grab me. And 
he told me that the two pairs of hand were those of Chaplain Yost and Captain 
Kome tani. " 

A trade-off for manhood? No way! Howard was then transferred to a field hospital. 
"I was there for three days but the ward doctor never looked at me once. And my 
cot was right next to his field desk. He was a major, a skin specialist. I 
didn't see him walk down the ward aisle once, much less look at me. He came in 
the morning and shuffled his cards - they must have been patient cards - put them 
away, then grabbed a can of juice, and he'd be drunk all day. He was mixing his 
can of juice with cognac. 

"Finally the ward nurse took pity on me. She got hold of the executive 
officer, a lieutenant colonel, and he came, took one look at me, threw his hands 
into the air, and exclaimed, 'Oh, my God!' He told the nurse to see the major 
right away and get his permission to call in an orthopedic surgeon as a consultant. 
Protocol, and all that. So then this long, gangly captain, a guy from the mountains 
of Tennessee - he came, took one look at me, and whistled, 'Whee-e-e-e!' He 
examined me, then said, 'Lieutenant, do you think you're strong enought to be 
flown out of here?' 'When,' I said. 'Tomorrow morning.' I said yes; I told him 
that if I stayed here, I would probably die. He agreed. 'I think so, too!' he 
said." 

What took place the next day was pure Grade B melodrama. The scenario 
called for Howard to be flown down to a hospital in Naples. "They bandaged me, 
put me on this old, wooden-handled litter, tied the litter underneath the wings 
of a P.iper Cub, outside of the plane where the strut comes down. I was strapped 
to the left side, another litter on the right. There were still some Germans in 
the area so the pilot had to sideslip and hedge-hop to escape their fire. The 
struts were vibrating like sheets in the wind. It was a harrowing experience. 
I was resigned to fate. It probably was a ride of about half an hour but it 
seemed like hours." 

He was subsequently shipped stateside and one of the hospitals he spent time 
in was the Newton D. Baker General Hospital in West Virginia. He told of a funny 
moment there. 

Howard, Harumi & Mark (1977 photo) 
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"I used to get intense pain from the 
severed nerve in my left leg. They 
had grafted it four times already. 
They had severed the sensory nerves 
to the brain to reduce the pain. 
Captain Moore, a brilliant neuro
surgeon, came by one day and asked 
me how I was doing. 'Terrific!' I 
said. 'Ho~s the pain?' 'Terrific' 
'I think I can completely eliminate 
the pain. But there's a catch. You 
won't be worth a damn as a man.' 
'What do you mean, I won't be worth 
a damn as a man?' 'You won't get an 
erection! 

Like being hit with a bolt out of the 
blue, his mind snapped to attention. 
This was no time for games. And in 
that instant, Howard cried out, "Doc!" 
and shouted, with all the verve he 
could muster: I'll take the pain! 
I'll-take the pain!" 



The ward nurse, standing by the doctor, 
and threw her chart boards into the air! 

-aah!" 

Howard's laughter rolled out of him as he told the story. 
restrained voice, he said he was glad he kept the pain, that he d1dn't 
off for his manhood. Because a son, through his sec~nd marriage, was n 
he was 57 years old: "Born July 4, 1976!" exulted Howard. "A Bicentennial baby! " 

Altogether, Howard spent almost 3~ years in hospitals. He underwent treat
ment through five stateside hospitals, then returned to Hawaii on November 21, 
1947. That was his discharge date also. He was a captain. 

To law school. In mid-December, he went to work for Castle & Cooke (Mits Fukuda 
was already working there as an assistant to the director of the Industrial 
Relations Division). He worked there for almost four years, then went to the 
Uni versi ty of Colorado School of Law in September '51. "The firs t two schools 
to respond to my application were Stanford and Colorado. I knew that Clesson 
Chikasuye, who was a councilman, had gone to both schools. So I went to see 
him for recommendations as to which school I should attend. He asked me whether 
I wanted to be a practicing lawyer or a law school professo·r. A practicing 
lawyer I said. He advised me to go to Colorado. Why? Stanford teaches pros -
pecti e 1 - what the law should be. Colorado teaches you what the la today; 

pr ctices. S ford co iders itself the best I t of 
Co or 0 ·t t. Stanford 

d cr 
pon 

exa ination and hung phis sb 

Democratic politics. It was while he s 
underwent its greatest political change since 
the territorial form of government was first 
the Democratic revolution were the returning AJA vetera 
battlefields of World War II. In 1946 there were half a dozen 
territorial legislature. Six years later they had won half the eat 
Two more years, and they were in half the seats in both the House 

use . 

Howard plunged into the churning waters of the political uphea 'a1 feet first. 
He was elected to the House from the 24th District in 1958 in the last territorial 
legislature, but then had to run again the following year because of the statehood 
elections. Elected, he became House Majority Leader and chairman of the House 
Policy Committee. He held these power positions until 1970, for 12 years. 

"To me, the real significance of the Democratic program was, first, the 
support of public education. We tried to upgrade the public school education 
system, and equalize it, even in the country areas like Kohala; making these 
schools come under the same standards as the rest of the state by providing them 
with the same libraries, books, etcetra. We also abolished special fees like 
laboratory and book fees that were being charged under the Republican administration. 
We also put in parks in low income areas for recreation purposes. 

"Then one of the best things we did was pass the anti-trust laws in 1962. 
This broke up the economic control of the Islands by the Big 5 corporations, which 
then opened wide the door for investments from abroad, opened the doors for 
establishment of new companies. Mainland money started pouring into Hawaii til 
then the Big 5 controlled everything - banks, insurance, Matson Navigation 
lands, appointment of judges. So what we had - instead of political colon' 
we had economic colonialism ... that is my phrase. 
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"Then in 1967 we passed the Land Use Law which forced landowners to convert 
their lands into best and highest us~; converting land to housing and business 
instead of holding land in pastures. The law accomplished some of its purposes 
but created new sets of problems, like high density. 

"Then we concentrated on upgrading the University of Hawaii as an academic 
institution. We set a goal of ten years and we were able to do it. You know, 
we were almost on a par with University of California at Berkeley! But, in three 
years, the new legislators in the new legislature made it slide right back. 
Takes a long time to build up but no time to slide back. It's not only the 
legislators; it's the unionization of the professors, too." 

Lack of party discipline. "Our approach was quite different from theirs. We 
took a very broad view in our legislative programs. Now, legislative politics 
is more on an individual basis. There is no party program any more. You don't 
campaign on a party program. Neither party compaigns on a party program. There 
is no campaign platform. Politics now is on an individual basis. There are no 
economic programs for future development throughout the State of Hawaii, no goals. 

"There is a strong emphasis today on the individual - me, me, me. When we 
came back as war veterans, we had certain goals. Uplift the society. In our 
economic philosophy, we felt, we believed, very strongly that if you provide the 
large masses of citizens in society with buying power - like in a pyramid -
they'll spend most of their money for housing, food, medical care, clothing, all 
the necessities of life. They'll spend maybe 97 percent to 99 percent of their 
income for that. And this money will keep recycling over and over through society, 
whereas under the Republicans you had an inverted pyramid where just a small section 
of society held much of the purchasing power. That money did not recycle because 
they stored it away in banks." 

He then asked a rhetorical question: "And how much of it can one use, as a 
human being?" 

This interview with Howard was held last month just before Budget Director 
David Stockman's candid confessions about the shortfalls of Reagonomics burst 
upon the front pages of the nation's newspapers. In these accounts, Stockman 
reiterates that a cornerstone of Reagon's supply-side economics for jacking up 
the nation's economy is to get more buying power into the hands of the masses. 

Howard has just made that same point: "Provide the large masses of citizens 
in society with buying power." 

The difference, then, between the two is in procedures: 
call for the buying power to "trickle-down" into the masses, 
Party's economic philosophy of Howard's time pushed to place 
power directly into the hands of the masses. 

This is where the two part company. 

Whereas Reagonomics 
the Democratic 
the means of that 

But Howard continued: "It was very difficult for the industrial leaders 
of Hawaii to accept that (uplifting society) but now, after experiencing the 
Democratic political philosophy, implemented through legislation, they did begin 
to experience more profits and began paying bigger dividends. This is when 
campaign money started pouring into the Democratic campaign chest. Very little 
went to the Republican Party." 
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Asked what the current emphasis on individ al 
Howard replied that "The sad part is that you don't 
development of Hawaii, no long-range goals." He went on 

party , 
plans for 
during the 

"Burns Burns administration, it was the House 
didn't have a program," said Howard. 

This interview will be concluded in the next issue of the Parade. 

BOB'S 
PIANO SERVICE 
Island-Wide Tuner Technician 

ROBERT Y. FUKUMOTO 
3227 Kaunaoa Street 
Honolulu, Hi. 96815 
(Hq. Chapter) 

Phone 
732-0076 

For REAL ESTATE 
and things 

call Warren Iwai (RA) 
Charlie Chapter 

PETE KIMURA REAL TY 
1149 S. Beretan ia St. 
Honolulu, HI 96814 

Bus. 531-6461 
Res 734-0348 
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Holo-Holo 
APPAREL INC. 

Manufacturer 

MADE IN HAWAII of Sportswear 

BOB TAKASHIGE, Pres. 
(Baker Chapter) 

Phone 949-0948 

1428-E Makaloa S1. Honolulu, HI 96814 

Complete Pest Control 
FifTht ease 

throll,h Pest Control" 

536-0038 
844 Queen st. 

William Komoda 
"8" Co. 



Welcoming address by Acting Governor Jean King 
Congressional Medal of Honor Society 
12th Biennial Convention 
Hale Koa Hotel 
November 9, 1981, 9:00 a.m. 

ALOHA! As Acting Governor of the State of Hawaii it gives me great 
pleasure to bring you warm greetings of welcome and good wishes from the 
people of Hawaii. 

The State of Hawaii has hosted no convention more proudly than the 
12th Biennial convention of the Congressional Medal of Honor Society. You 
are a very special group, awarded your country's highest honor and in turn 
honoring us with your presence. In a world frequently either too busy or 
too blase' to sense the special nature of its own inhabitants, clear continuing 
public recognition of each of you individually and of all of you as a group 
is valuable to us --- valuable to us both as individual citizens and as a 
c.untry. 

LT. GOVERNOR JEAN KING 
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And here I'm speaking not from your 
perspective but the perspective of 
the needs of a rapidly changing 
society in a rapidly changing world. 
Your biennial gathering serves as a 
continuing and steadfast reminder that 
bravery is not obsolete, that what 
underlies an act of valor is a human 
belief in honor, in loyalty, in com
radeship and perhaps most importantly 
a belief in oneself. 

Because you come from many walks of 
life from all parts of our country, 
your collective presence underscores 
America's single greatest strength -
her pluralism. An essential part of 
this astounding and vibrant pluralism 
is the strong cord of unity that runs 
through the core of it and binds us 
into one nation. E PLURIBUS UNUM. 
From many, one, Though we are different, 
we are together. 

Hawaii is a dynamic microcosm in a 
very special way of how rich such a 
pluralism can make our daily lives. 
This is your first convention here in 
our beautiful island state. I hope 
the feeling is mutual when I say it 
has taken you far too long to get here. 
I say this knowing full well that many 
of you have been here before during 
your military service, and that 



collective memory no doubt contains names of loc tio 
recognized in military circles -- Schofield, Hicka 
And of the memorials here -- the U.S.S. Arizona 
Memorial Cemetery of the Pacific where I, like so many 0 

relatives interred. 
have 

Some of you may know as well that Hawaii's residents contri uted 
greatly to our country's military efforts. Six of the li e yo ere 
ultimately awarded the Congressional Medal of Honor. A the only state to 
have experienced military attack in this century, many of us, myself included, 
recall the attack on Pearl Harbor and the courage demonstrated by both civilians 
here and the military. We are blazingly proud, as a people, of the historic 
efforts of the Americans of Japanese ancestry who formed the famed 100th 
Battalion and the 442nd Infantry Regiment fighting units, which fought so 
valiantly in World War II, and of all the sons and daughters of Hawaii who 
have served our country with such dedication and commitment. 

Behind the tranquil grace of these ins lands there is indeed a strong 
military tradition and a demonstrated deep commitment to America's democratic 
ideals. 

As we greet and honor you today, we look both to the past where your acts 
of heroism made history and to the future. As we look ahead, the paramount 
challenge of our time -- and the most basic, for it involves survival -- is 
how to perpetuate peace. 

A strong defense and a strong deterrent force are necessary and integral 
parts of our national policy. And as former Senator J. William Fulbright 
pointed out last week, "Both superpowers (now) have a stockpile of nuclear 
weapons sufficient to deter each other ... " 

Carl Sagan's description of that stockpile is vi id: 

"The conventional bombs of lorld ar II ere called 
blockbusters. Filled with ~enty ons of ,they 
could destroy a city block. All the bombs dropped 
on all the cities in World War II amounted to some 
two million tons, two megatons, of TNT ...•• 

By the late twentieth century, two megatons was the 
energy released in the explosion of a single more or 
less humdrum thermonuclear bomb: one bomb with the 
destructive force of the second World War. But there 
are tens of thousands of nuclear weapons (today)." 

"The energy contained in these weapons ... (is) far 
more than 10,000 megatons --- but with the destruction 
concentrated efficiently, not over six years but over 
a few hours, a blockbuster for every family on the 
planet, a World War II every second for the length of 
a lazy afternoon." 

The path away from the increasing danger of nuclear devastation, the path 
toward peace, is not an easy one. But we should have no difficulty determing 
that it is the path along which humankind wants to move ahead. 
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For it is in a world at peace that people can best live the rich full life 
that is the promise of democracy. It is in a world at peace that democracy can 
best flourish in all countries. And it is in a world at peace that the ideals 
your very special medal is the outward symbol of your cornmibment to, can best 
be perpetuated. 

We have found that a war to end all wars doesn't work. We need a peace 
to end all wars. 

Your voice -- you whose actions have spoken louder than words -- your 
voice urging that we continue to put our best thought and our whole heart into 
trying, into continuing to tread with hope and courage and perseverence that 
thorny path to peace, that critical path to survival -- would carry significant 
weight indeed, would very specially compel attention. 

Because of who you are and what you are -- human beings of outstanding 
valor acknowledged with the highest honor our country can bestow, valor demonstrated 
in the furious arena of death and destruction --- what a powerful force you could 
be for peace! A different arena, but once again where the stakes are life or 
death, and this time perhaps on a global scale. 

An act of valor performed on a battlefield in the midst of human destruction 
is an affirmation of the human spirit, of human will and human cornmibment. Let 
it be this affirmative element of honor we cherish most highly, and let this 
special group in this special place in this perilous time serve as a recognized 
and clearly recognizable source of power in our country's and our world's struggle 
for peace. 

May I say again that I am personally honored and feel deeply privileged 
to have had this opportunity to greet you on behalf of our state. The people of 
Hawaii are delighted you are here, deeply appreciate your outstanding valor on 
behalf of our nation and all of us, and warmly wish you both a meaningful, 
productive convention and a most pleasurable and happily memorable visit. 

SELECT 
UNDERWRITERS, LTD. 

ALL LINES OF INSURANCE 

Seian Hokama (A) "Biffa" Moriguchi (A) 
Frank Ikehara (A) Sonsei Nakamura (B) 

Naoji Yamagata (A) 

641 Keeaumoku Street, Ste. 2 / Honolulu, Hi. 96814 

Phone 949-0041 
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Hiro Higuchi: A builder and more 
Bv ~fehln Goo 
. ~~I.C"ti"'" !>l.H U ,it" 

Just after dawn on many morn
Ings a httle over a decade ago, 
Hlro HIguchI could be seen work
ing alone on a two-acre construc
tIon site in Manoa Valley. 

Sometimes he would be shovel
tng. sometImes swanging a pick. 
After the neIghbors awoke. he 
sometImes would drive a tractor. 

HIguchi was building a sanctu
ary and gymnasium-classroom 
complex for the Manoa Valley 
Church, where he was pastor. 

THE REASON he would be on 
the site so early, he laughingly 
saId years later. was that church 
members and others driving to 
their own jobs would pass by and 
see him working - and then 
many of them would feel compel
led to volunteer on weekenda. 

Seriously, of course. the Rev. 
HIguchi ""'asn't there persptrlng 
for show. He W811 purposefully 
doang something he believed in. 
On many days he wu .tUl labor
ing after dusk. 

He did manage to mobilize many 
volunteers. Manoa church mem
bers were the core. yet they were
n't the only ones. Higuchi got 
veterans of the 442nd' ReJimental 
Combat T-:am to help; he had 
served as their wartime chaplain. 
Veterans- of the looth Battalion 
also pitched in. SQ did members of 
churches where Higuchi previous
Iv served and membel'l of the 
LIons Club in which he was ac
tive. Arid so did individuals who 
had no such connections but who 
saw what was going on and de
CIded to lend a hand. 

From ground-breaking to paint
ing, the Manoa Valley Church took 
some two year8 to complete. It i8 

.. . 

an impreSSIve complex. 
The sanctuary scals some 250 . 

The gym WIth Its basketball court 
doubl~s for social events. The two 
stories of classrooms on one SIde 
of the gym are used for Sunday 
8chool and then for preschool on 
weekdays. 

HIRO HIGUCHI. Unlt(>d 
Church of Chnst clergyman who 

died Saturday of cancer at age 74. 
was remarkable. 

By 1963 when he accepted the 
Manoa pastorship. knOWIng a 
building program was need('d 
there, he already was w('11 ('!'tah
Iished as HawaIi's "do-It your. elf" 
minister. 

He had spearheaded constructIon 
of the WaIpahu CommunIty 
Church and the Pearl CIty Com
mumty Church - With volunteer 
help. 

On Kauai he had organized a 

!'ucc('~. ful ('Ill? n8' volunteer ef 
fort to hUlld a W 1m a communat) 
sWlmmlOB pool, B ck on Oahu he 
he d d • Lion Club project to 
bUIld th VI Itor ' p vlilon at the 
Walmano Tr anlnB School and 
Ho~pltal. 

He was In trum ntal also in 
r noVa lin church an WaIalua 
and on In Lan I CIty, 

HI. phIlo ophy was plain: if you 

442nd 
patch 

'Go 
fOT 

broke' 

want It and need it but can't af
ford to pay somebody to build it. 
then raIse what money you can 
and do the rest with volunteer 
help. Never mind the maniveness 
of the task. 

That is why the memory of Hi
guchI alone on a major construc
tIOn sIte seems so symbolic. He 
was an individual who didn't let 
awesomeness deter him. 

He would plunge ahead doing 
what he could himself - manual 
as well as mental - and simul-

taneously he would organize le
gIons of volunteers. 

His was a quiet, can-do spirit. In 
tandem with hi8 wife, Hisako. he 
sought out the needs of other pe0-
ple and went about trying to fill 
them. 

WHEN WORLD War 11 broke 
out, he was a pacifist but enlisted 
When many of his YMCA boys did 
because he felt he had to accom
pany them to the front hnes. 
Many "Go for Broke" veterans 
remember him as a chaplain 
courageously ministering under 
fire to the wounded and dying. 

Higuchi spent most of his life as 
a healer. Yet he did not shirk from 
speaking his mind. He resigned 
dramatically from the State Board 
of Paroles and Pardons in 1960, 
publicly assailing what he consid
ered "gestapo tactics" used to ma
lign the prison warden at the time. 
The issue was "human dignity and 
fundamental rights," he declared. 

He was a consensus man - In 
so many ways an agreeable man 
in tune with people around hIm. 
How else could he mobilize 10 
many volunteers for 10 many 
projects over 10 many years? Yet 
as one of the live member. 01 the 
Governor's Prison Site Advi.ory 
Committee in 1964. he stood alone 
and cast the sole vote to keep the 
state prison on Oahu anstead of 
moving it to Maui. He cited. for 
one thing, the greater availability 
of professional services on Oahu. 
His view ultimately prevailed, 

K.NOWING THAT the cancer 
afflicting him was about to ~ke 
his life. Higuchi insisted to family 
and friends that no eulogy be 
delivered at services upon his 
death. 

Oh. he may ha~e led a project 

continued o~ next pale 
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The Rev. Hiro Higuchi, dead at 74, once told a friend that he 
kad directly heard the voice of God only once. 

World War II was over, and with it the painful yet uplifting 
duty of ministering to the wounded, dying or just dispirited men 
of the 100th Battalion(442nd Regimental Combat Team whom he 
accompanied into battle in Europe. 

Higuchi in his mind was still trying to answer a baffling 
question put to him by a GI who was subsequently to die in 
battie. The GI had heard all be wanted about brotherhood and 
man·to-man relationships. "I'm interested in the vertical," be told 

Higuchi told his wife of the encounter, phoned Hawaii and 
aceepted the Waimea assignment he had previously turned down. 

The Waimea years became the happiest years of his life, 
Higuchi said two years ago to his friend and interviewer, Ben 
Tamashiro, who recorded this bit of history. Tamashiro is chroni· 
cling much of the history of Hawaii's Nisei combat units in 
World War II. 

At Waimea, Higuchi built up the church membership from 35 
to 160 and mobilized the community to build a swimming pool 
with its own labors since there were no good beaches around. 

Chaplain Higuchi. "What is God to me? What am I to God?" Tamashiro later concluded that Waimea led Higuchi to the 

The chaplain didn't feel he had an adequate answer, and that realization that perhaps he was worth something to man, that he 
• was a reason why he said on his could help man endure by lifting his heart. 

.. 

return to Hawaii in 1946 that he was 
resigning from the ministry. 

He was talked out of it by col· 
leagues, however, and urged to think 
more about it. By 1950, he had help
ed activate programs at the Congre
gational church at Waipahu and had 
gone on to Oberlin College in Ohio 
for graduate study in theology. Be
fore going to Oberlin, however, he 
had refused a church assignment to 
Waimea. Kauai, a town he consider· 
ed the end of civilization. He felt 
life there would be deadly. 

On a snowy winter morning at 
Oberlin, he was praying in the col· 
lege chapel when be had the sense 
of the voice of God actually talking 
to him. It said: "Up to now you've 
been running your own life. You've 
had a good time, you did what you 
wanted to do, but you also did some Hiro Higuchi 
good. But now, from here on in, I 
want you to leave your life to me. Go to Waimea." 

continued from page 14 

here and there. he acknowledged. 
But many others did most of th.e 
real work, he said. So he didn t 
want any praise. 

U.S. Senator Dan Inouye will 
speak at memorial services sched
uled for 6 p.m. today at Central 
Union Church. Higuchi was at 
Inouye's side the day enemy fire 
tore away Inouye's right arm. 
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Building was often the way Higuchi gave expression to this. He 
organized building programs for churches at Pearl City, Manoa 
Valley, Lanai City, Waialua and Waipahu, and also at Waimano 
Home. But he also instituted a Chaplaincy at the prison in 1955 
and retained his contact with the men of the 442nd Regimental 
Combat Team. to which he belonged, and the associated l00th 
Infantry Battalion. 

Higuchi gave of himself even when his strength was failing 
from the ravages of cancer and simple aging. He is one of the 
remarkable, memorable builAers of Hawaii. 

Inouve since has been among tl-Je 
volunteers who helped HIguchI 
put up a church. It llkely wlli be 
impossible for this state's senior 
U.S. senator to refrain from l.ud-
ing his onetime chaplain. - . 

For Hiro Higuchi lived a lIfe 
dedicated to serving others. He 
exemplified the human capacity 
for goodness. 



RECEPTION FOR MEDAL OF HONOR WINNERS 

Approximately 160 members, their wives, and special friends gathered at 
the clubhouse on Thursday, November 12, to honor two brave men, Sadao Munemori 
and Hiroshi "Hershey" Munemori. These two men, members of the 100th Infantry 
Battalion in separate European battles, were awarded the Medal of Honor for 
heroic actions beyond the call of dut~many years intervening and half a world 
apart. 

Munemori was awarded his medal posthumously for action near Seravezza, 
Italy on 5 April 1945. Miyamura was awarded the Medal of Honor for conspicuous 
gallantry against the enemy near Taejon-Ni, Korea on the 24 and 25 April 1951. 
(A detailed account of each man's brave action for which he was awarded the 
nation's highest medal has been described elsewhere in this issue.) 

The birth of the reception to honor Munemori and Miyamura was at the June 
1980 club convention, held at the Kauai Resort Hotel. Martin Tohara, the club's 
1st VP and some members were talking story and the subject turned toward honoring 
Miyamura who was at the convention with his wife, Terry. The idea appeared to 
be an excellent one, and Martin and club president Hideo Kajikawa brought it 
before the board of directors for discussion and approval. The project to have 
a photo or painting of Miyamura made and a reception held to honor the member 
from Gallup, New Mexico was soon started. 

Hershey and Terry were in Honolulu for the Medal of Honor Society's reunion 
during the period, Nov. 8 through 11. He was one of over 200 men who attended 
the reunion at the Sheraton Waikiki Hotel. All of the events were publicized in 
the local press. 

The ever meticulous MC for the program was Ben Tamashiro. Club president 
Hideo Kajikawa gave the welcoming remarks and was followed by the MC who spoke 
on: Two Medals for Valor. The unveiling of Hershey's photo was done by vice 
presidents Martin Tohara and Stanley Nakamoto. Hershey responded and said his 
thank you to the members and wives who made the reception such a memorable event. 

Albert Yokoyama and wife Yaeko were specially invited to the reception. 
Yaeko is the sister of Sadao Munemori. 

The new director of local Veterans Administration Office, Robert Winters 
was at the reception with wife ancy. They ere seen talking with various club 
members during the pupu session. 

Contributing to the success of the reception was the pupu session. I 
noticed that the formal program ended at 8:15 p.m. The conversation and pupu 
hour continued on to 10:30. It is rare and unusual for attendees to remain at 
a gathering for two hours after the formal part is over. To me, this indicates 
two things - the excellent pupu dishes and the friendly conversations with lots 
of refreshments. 

Many thanks to Mrs. Helen Nikaido of Dog Chapter for taking charge of the 
refreshment committee and providing the delicious pupus. Her committee members 
who should be recognized and thanked were: Richard "Doc" and Mildred Hosaka, 
Dorothy and Martin Tohara, Mrs. Mildred Yoshida, Yoshi Mugitani, Ken Suehiro, 
Katsumi Nakayama and Kenji Nikaido. 
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Others who provided special services were: Calvin Shimogaki, Masaru 
Tomasa, Stanley Nakamoto, Harry Nishie, and Jack Mizushima. 

Those who planned and worked out the details of the Nov. 12 Medal of 
Honor Reception were the following committee members: Chairman ~ike Tokunaga, 
rtorace Awa (Able), Robert Kadowaki (Baker), Tom Matsumura (CharlLe), Robert 
Taira (Dog), Hideo Ueno (Hq.) and Stanley Hamai (Rural). 

The board of directors and the committee members wish to thank the 160 
good people who attended the November 12 reception, and made it an unforgettable 
evening. 

Donald Kuwaye, Editor 

EDITOR'S NOTES 

I . hav.e always maintained that many of the club members have life stories 
which would be revealing and full of special experiences, which need to be 
told in order that the members today and historians tomorrow can determine 
what kind of men were part of the 100th Infantry Battalion. Special writer 
Ben Tamashiro's interview of Howard Miyake (Part 1) gives the reader chicken 
skin and a certain feeling that there are some things like the appearance of 
a butterfly which defies explanations. The interview gives an insight on 
what and who is Howard Miyake. 

In this issue you will find stories about the historic night of November 12 
when the members and wives honored the club's two heroes who were awarded the 
Medal of Honor. There are many pictures which should enhance the stories of 
the heroes. 

On page 11 begins the welcoming speech given by Lt. Gov. Jean King. She 
welcomed the Medal of Honor Society members on November 9 at the Hale Koa 
Hotel. We thank her for including in her remarks the gallantry of 100th and 
442nd soldiers in World War II. 

Mrs. King was the acting Governor for a few days in early November 
because Gov. Ariyoshi had gone to New York to participate in events to boost 
tourism in Hawaii. 

The passing of Chaplain Hiro Higuch on November 7 was sad news for the club 
members who knew him through the years. His funeral service at the Central 
Union Church on Tuesday, December 9 was attended by at least 600 persons whose 
lives the chaplain had touched and enriched. I have included two laudatory 
editorials, one from the Honolulu Star-Bulletin and the other from the Honolulu 
Advertiser. They will be part of this Parade issue and materials for future 
historians who will undoubtedly want to know more about our beloved chaplain 
who gave so much of himself to Club 100 activities. Rev. Higuchi was especially 
proud of being elected an honorary member of Club 100. 

Mrs. Helen Turner's account of her recent trip to China begins on page 25. 
The widow of the first commanding officer of the 100th Inf. Bn. shares her trip 
experiences and appears to be in good spirits as evidenced by the family snapshots. 

On behalf of the club officers and directors, and the staff employees of 
Club 100, I want to extend to all readers of the Puka Puka Parade the best during 
the holiday season. 
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PART OF THE NOV. 12 GROUP 

2ND VP STAN NAKAMOTO AND 1ST VP MARTIN 
TOHARA HAVE JUST UNFURLED HERSHEY'S PHOTO 
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HERSHEY MIYAMURA STANDS NEXT TO HIS 
PHOTO 
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HERSHEY & TERRY MIYAMURA AND ALBERT & 
YAEKO YOKOYAMA WITH FRIENDS 

GLORIA TAMASHIRO, STANLEY NAKAMOTO 
AND HERSHEY MIYAMURA 
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BEN TAMASHIRO AND KEN MITSUNAGA 
WITH HERSHEY 
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SADAO S. MUNEMORI 
Private First Class, Company A, l00th Infantry Battalion, 442d Regimental Combat Team 

Entered service at: Los Angeles, California 

Citation: He fought with great gallantry and intrepidity near Seravezza, Italy, on 5 April 1945. When his unit was 
pinned down by grazing fire from the enemy's strong mountain defense and command of the squad devolved on him 
with the wounding of its regular leader, he made frontal, one-man attacks through direct fire and knocked out two 
machine guns with grenades. Withdrawing under murderous fire and showers of grenades from enemy emplace
ments, he had nearly reached a shell crater occupied by two of his men when an unexploded grenade bounced on his 
helmet and rolled toward his helpless comrades. 

He arose into the withering fire, dived for the missile and smothered its blast with his body. By his swift, supremely 
heroic action Private Munemori saved two of his men at the cost of his own life and did much to clear the path for his 
company's victorious advance. 

HERSHEY H. MIYAMURA 
Corporal, United States Army, Company H, 7th Infantry Regiment, 3d Infantry Division 
Entered service at: Gallup, New Mexico 

Citation: Corporal Miyamura distinguished himself by conspicuous gallantry and intrepidity above and beyond the 
call of duty in action against the enemy near Taejon-ni, Korea, on 24 and 25 April 1951. On the night of 24 April , 
Company H was occupying a defensive position when the enemy fanatically attacked threatening to overrun the 
position. Corporal Miyamura, a machinegun squad leader, aware of the imminent danger to his men unhesitatingly 
jumped from his shelter wielding his bayonet in close hand-to-hand combat killing approximately 10 of the enemy. 
Returning to his position, he administered fIrst aid to the wounded and directed their evacuation. As another savage 
assault hit the line, he manned his machinegun and delivered withering fIre until his ammunition was expended. He 
ordered the squad to withdraw while he stayed behind to render the gun inoperative. He then bayoneted his way 
through inftltrated enemy soldiers to a second gun emplacement and assisted in its operation. When the intensity of 
the attack necessitated the withdrawal of the company Corporal Miyamura ordered his men to fall back while he 
remained to cover their movement. He killed more than 50 of the enemy before his ammunition was depleted and he 
was severely wounded. He maintained his magnifIcent stand despite his painful wounds, continuing to repel the 
attack until his position was overrun. When last seen he was fighting ferociously against an overwhelming number of 
enemy soldiers. Corporal Miyamura's indomitable heroism and consummate devotion to duty reflect the utmost 
glory on himself and uphold the illustrious traditions of the military service. 



The following is the text of Me Ben Tamashiro's presentation: 

The Development of the Medal of Honor 

The idea of presenting medals to the heroes of our nation goes back to 
the Revolutionary War. George Washington presented the Badge of Military 
Merit - "for singular meritorious action" - to three of his men. 

Nothing further happened till the Civil War. The serviceman's job up to 
that point was mostly in such things as guarding the national frontiers from 
Indian raids, and the coastline against smugglers. The serviceman was 
unpub1icized, unappreciated, isolated. 

But in the fight to preserve the Union, the serviceman was suddenly the 
boy next door. He was also the son of a household with many filial connections. 
He not only was engaged in the fighting - but sometimes doing so with little
known and unrecognized heroism. 

From out of this kind of concern, President Lincoln approved the crea tion 
of the Medal of Honor. It was the only decoration until World War I. 

In that world conflict, General Pershing suggested the creation of 
additional medals. Today, we also have the Distinguished Service Cross, the 
Silver Star, the Purple Heart, and others. 

Tonight, the Club 100 would like to honor two of the Medal of Honor 
winners - two who served time with the 100th Infantry Battalion, and who, for 
their gallantry in action, were awarded the nation's highest decoration. 

The combat actions took place many, many years ago. But time does not 
tarnish the valor of the deed. Rather, underneath the patina of time, there 
is a new kind of luster, as we shall see. 

Sadao S. Munemori 

Sadao Munemori was born in Los Angeles. His father, Kame taro , had a small 
vegetable farm from which he extracted a passable living, selling his products 
to wholesalers. He died in 1938 at age 65. 

His mother, Nawa, was one of those who underwent the terrible experience 
of the Manzanar Relocation Center. She was there when word came, in April 1945, 
that Sadao had been killed in battle. 

Sadao was the 4th of 5 children. He was a lively youngster, precocious. 
His sister, Yaeko, just above him, recalls the time, when he was about 8 - and 
the two were engaged in their usual children's fight. Yaeko, herself, was a 
tomboy. Anyway, when Sadao saw that he was losing the fight, he pouted: "You 
just wait. When I grow up, they're going to name a ship after me. And I'm 
not going to let you ride on it!" 

The Munemori children never got to swim in the ocean because it was just 
too far away. One day, the son of a neighboring Norwegian family asked Sadao 
to go swimming with him in the community swimming pool. Excitedly, Sadao 
grabbed his trunks and off he went with his friend. When he came home sometime 
later, he didn't say a word but went straight to his room. The other members 
of the family wondered why. Yaeko went to check. She found him lying face 
down on his bed. He wasn't crying - he just lay there. She felt his trunks. 
It was dry! Why, he hadn't even gone swimming! Then where did he go? Finally, 
reluctantly, the young lad explained. There was a big sign at the entrance to 
the swimming pool: "No Japs Allowed!" 

Along with 110,000 others, the Munemoris were forced to evacuate their 
home for the relocation center. Yaeko remembers that it was a Sunday morning 
in March 1942. The air was electric with fear. "Everyone was petrified," as 
she recalls it. 

The family had stacks of Japanese records. The parents used to love to 
listen to them. The children smashed them all. They smashed their cameras. 
They shredded their Japanese school textbooks and notebooks. A compassionate 
haole neighbor offered to keep their furniture and large household goods for 
them. The rest of their belongings they sold to scavengers for what they could 
get. 
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They had a dog but the evacuation instructions read "no pets". So they 
had to tie him to a post. And one of Yaeko's most poignant recollections of 
that Sunday as they rode off in the army trucks is of the dog crying. She 
could hear - in her mind - the crying - long after house and dog were out of 
sight. 

It was out of this kind of environment - out of the Manzanar Relocation 
Center - that concentration camp, American style - that Sadao Munemori volunteered 
for the 442nd - was sent to Italy - and eventually assigned to Company A of the 
100th. 

The day was 5 April 1945. This was during the final days of the 
Po Valley campaign in northern Italy. Munemori was in charge of 
the squad because the squad leader had been injured. Though his 
unit was pinned down by heavy machinegun fire and grenades from 
an enemy emplacement, he made frontal, one-man attacks and knocked 
out two machine gun nests with his grenades. He withdrew under a 
hail of bullets and grenades. He had nearly reached a shell crater 
occupied by two of his comrades when an enemy grenade bounced off 
his helmet and rolled toward his two helpless comrades. He dived 
for the grenade and smothered its blast with his body. As the 
citation reads: "By his swift, supremely heroic action, Private 
Munemori saved two of his men at the cost of his own life." He 
was posthumously awarded the Medal of Honor for his supreme 
sacrifice. 
Sadao Munemori's Medal of Honor was one of more than 18,000 individual 

decorations won by the men of the 100/442. Several correspondents, including 
Ernie Pyle, wrote that although the men of the 100/442 killed more than their 
share of Germans, it was particularly noteworthy and most of their personal 
bravery decorations were awarded for saving the lives of their comrades. 

Last July, 14 years after the mother of the Munemoris had passed away, the 
ramaining members of the family decided to present Sadao's Medal of Honor to the 
Hawaii Army Museum at Ft. DeRussy. 

On Maui, the next day, Andy Shishido read about the presentation in the 
papers. He caught a plane to Honolulu and sought out the two sisters who had made 
the presentation to the museum. Shishido and the sisters were total strangers to 
each other. 

With repentant heart, Shishido begged forgiveness of the two - for, if it 
had not been for Sadao, he,Shishido, would not be alive today. Shishido was one 
of the 2 men who had been in that crater when that deadly grenade came bouncing in. 

But the 2 sisters told Shishido there was nothing to repent, nothing to forgive. 
They were happy that Sadao's action had made it possible for him to live. 

Upon hearing those words of love, Shishido said to them, "You just don't 
know what your words mean to me. For 35 years, I have been carrying a cross
filled with guilt and remorse - knowing that the only reason I live is because of 
the death of Sadao. You have just lifted that heavy cross off my back." And he 
went back to Maui. 

It took a lot of guts, courage, on the part of Andy Shishido to seek out 
the sisters to ask for forgiveness. 

One final note. In October 1947, the US Army renamed one of its cargo ships, 
the USS Private Sadao Munemori - and converted it into a troop transport, the 
first US vessel to be named after a Japanese American. 

And when the USS Munemori paid its first call to Honolulu, Yaeko boarded 
the ship. As she set foot on the gangplank, her body was full of tingles 
she could almost "hear" her kid brother, as an 8-year old, saying to her, in a 
pou t: "And-I 'm-no t-going- to-Ie t-you-ride-on- it!" 

Mrs. Doris Kawano sang "America, The Beautiful" accompanied by Regina Tamashiro 
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Hershey Miyqmura 

Hershey says that war is full of heroes; that every soldier is a hero in 
his own right. And of his medal, i~s there only because someone took the time 
to write about that night overlooking the Imjin River, north of Seoul, Korea. 
But before we get into the Korean War, let's back up a bit to the war that had 
just preceded it - WW II. 

Hershey was drafted in January 1944, in Gallup, N.M. He was 18. After 
about 5 months training in Ft. Bliss, Texas, and Camp Blanding, Fla., he found 
himself in Camp Shelby, Mississippi. His first night at Shelby stands out in 
his mind because a big fight took place that night between Hawaii boys and the 
mainland boys. It had something to do with racial slurs whose terms Hershey 
did not quite understand yet - "buddahead" and "kotonk". But both groups cooled 
off after the fight. There were no more. 

At Shelby, he was ticketed as a replacement for D Company of the 100th. 
But getting there was something else: 

When the company he was training with was shipped overseas, he was 
held back because he was too young 
When a new company was formed, he had to take the machine-gunner 
training allover again. This time he made it as far as Ft. Mead, 
Md., but in the final physical, the medics discovered that he had 
hernia. So back he came to Shelby where he was operated on, spent 
17 days in the hospital 
Upon discharge, he found himself with another Company D. On this 
3rd time around, he made it overseas. Except that when he got to 
nothern Italy and finally hooked up with Co. D of the 100th, the 
war in Italy was about to end. 

Upon his return to Gallup, he felt he might as well make something of his 
yet untested military training, so he enlisted for a 3-year hitch in the Enlisted 
Reserves, then consented to have his name placed on something called the Inactive 
Reserve. 

To him, inactive meant just that - nothing was going to happen. But he 
guessed wrong. Within 3 months after the Korean War broke out in June 1950, he 
was back in uniform and in no time found himself in Wonsan, Korea, as a member of 
Co. H, 7th Regiment, 3d US Division. 

From Wonsan, the 7th worked its way 200 miles northward to the Yalu River, 
the dividing line between China and N. Korea. China had entered the war in 
October and after its first attack had withdrawn back to the Yalu. Now, in 
December, they seemed to be pointing for their second attack. 

Says Hershey, "From where we were entrenched in the hills, we could see 
through our binoculars the Chinese massing on the other side of the river. We 
had a feeling they were going to attack. All we could do was dig in and wai t. " 

They did not have long to wait. "They came down like they were ants off a 
hill," said Hershey. "Looked like millions of them. At that time, we did not 
know it but 1 in 10 had a weapon; the others were carrying wooden rifles!" 

Wooden or not, the United Nations forces were overwhelmed by sheer numbers. 
And to make it worse, in the confusion, they were being strafed by their own 
planes. So in the cold of the December snow, it was every man for himself. And 
they filtered back, in little groups, and even in ones and twos, to the port of 
Hungnam, from where they were all evacuated to Pusan, 600 miles down south. 
There, the forces regrouped, then worked their way up north again . 

The 7th Regiment then dug in on the mountain top guarding the northern 
approaches to Seoul. There, Miyamura's squad dug a long trench. He positioned 
a light MG to the left and a heavy MG on the right. The riflemen were in between. 
There were a total of 12 men. Said Hershey, "Actually, we were spread too thin. 
We were covering an area that normally apia toon would cover." 
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It was the night of April 24, 1951; pitchblack; and the only light came 
from the reflection of the Imjin River in the distance. 

Suddenly, the stillness and blackness of the night were broken. Bugles 
sounded - and the enemy came charging up the hill. Flares brightened up the 
night. All hell broke loose. Everything that could be fired was firing. 

Let me turn to the citation for what happened then: 
"Corporal Miyamura, a machinegun squad leader, aware of the 

imminent danger to his men unhesitatingly jumped from his 
shelter wielding his bayonet in close hand-to-hand combat 
killing approximately 10 of the enemy. Returning to his 
position, he administered first aid to the wounded and 
directed their evacuation. As another savage assault hit 
the line, he manned his machinegun and delivered withering 
fire until his ammunition was expended. He ordered the 
squad to withdraw while he stayed behind to render the gun 
inoperative. He then bayoneted his way through infiltrated 
enemy soldiers to a second gun emplacement and assisted in 
its operation. When the intensity of the attack necessitated 
the withdrawal of the company Corporal Miyamura ordered his 
men to fall back while he remained to cover their movement. 
He killed more than 50 of the enemy before his ammunition was 
depleted and he was severely wounded. He maintained his 
magnificent stand despite his painful wounds, continuing to 
repel the attack until his position was overrun. When last 
seen he was fighting ferociously against an overwhelming 
number of enemy soldiers." 

But the citation doesn't tell all. The men kept firing, throwing grenades. 
But the enemy still came on. For some of Hershey's men, this was too much. They 
panicked. They ran. They abandoned their posts. And Hershey's heart went out 
to the remaining few. He told them to go, too. And he battled on, alone - to 
give his men time to escape. 

Hershey has no explanation as to how come he got out of this alive. It was 
almost unbelievable - that he had fought his way out. Someone had recognized the 
plight of the outpost and the call had gone out for artillery fire to help stop 
the enemy. But it was only when the shells began falling around him that he 
decided that it was not worth a plugged nickel to be blasted heavenward by his 
own friendly fire. Hell, I might as well get out of here, he said. Which he did. 

But then he was captured when he stopped to take a rest. Together with 
other prisoners, he was marched all the way up north - and finally to a prison 
camp 20 miles this side of the Yalu. 

His award of the Medal of Honor was approved by President Truman, but he 
received the medal in a White House ceremony from President Eisenhower; the 
reason for the interval being that he was a prisoner of war. 

Of his POW experience, he watched men deteriorate and die. They were mostly 
the very young or those who just couldn't stand up to prison regimen. For those 
who wanted to live, there were many things to look forward to: some exercise in 
the form of chopping trees; taking chili pepper - which grew wild out there -
and mashing them into a Tabasco-like sauce to make their bland millet and sorghum 
take on some taste; and keeping the mind open and active so that there would be 
no room for the propaganda diet which was a prescribed part of their regimen. 

The Army, of course, could not publicize his award of the Medal of Honor 
while Hershey was a POW. But when he finally came home, after the war, all 
Gallup turned out to honor its native son. 

Hershey was the 4th of 7 children in the Miyamura family. After trying his 
hand at several jobs, the father settled in the restaurant business. All the 
children helped at the restaurant but that was as close as they got to him -
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because he was too busy for them. So the children turned to their mother for 
love and comfort. 

When Hershey was 11, the church sent him to a camp in California for the 
summer. While there, he got word of the death of his mother. "I couldn't 
believe it," says Hershey. Grief-stricken, he came to resent the Christian 
way of life - for having taken away his mother whom he loved so very much. 
He turned his back against the church. 

Until one day - on that long march up north as a prisoner - tired, hungry, 
worn out from a wound in his leg - he was on the very verge of giving up - he 
could hardly take another step. 

"I had illusions of pancakes smothered with butter and dripping syrup all 
over," says Hershey. "I even found my self reaching out for them." 

But the mirage turned for real - in the form of a North Korean mother - who 
gave him sustenance, at the risk of her own life. She could have been shot for 
it. 

So there - in enemy held territory - when he felt that his life had 
practically come to an end - the touch of that North Korean mother was like a 
breath of fresh air - blowing away the lingering bitterness in his heart against 
Christ - for having taken away his mother when he was yet so young. 

"I came to believe in the Lord once again," says Hershey. "To this day, 
I believe in the Lord." 
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MY FIRST TRIP TO CHINA 

by Mrs. Helen Turner 

Mrs. Arthur Brown and I made reservations to leave Hawaii to fly to Hong Kong 
by Singapore Air Lines. Mrs. Brown lives in Waikiki. She hired a taxi to pick 
her up about 2:00 a.m. Then they drove up for me and we were driven to the 
airport. Our plane was supposed to go about 3:30 a.m. It was already in when 
we reached the airport. We met our tour director from American Express and he 
said he had been allover the plane asking for Mrs. Brown and Mrs . Turner. He 
was not told we were getting on in Hawaii. He was glad he found us at last! 

We arrived in Hong Kong about 8:00 a.m. I had been there about six times, 
always staying at the Peninsula Hotel. This time we were in the Sheraton, right 
across the street from the Peninsula. We went out immediately to see Kowloon. 
It is as crowded as ever. I enjoy taking the ferry over to Hong Kong and we did 
that, too. That night we had a party to meet our group and learn some do's and 
don'ts. 

The next day we flew to Peking. It is a huge city with wide streets and 
double rows of trees planted on each side of the street. We were met by a 
coach, made in Japan, air conditioned, and two Chinese guides who spoke English. 
Our tour director has no idea what we are going to see. It is all planned by 
the Chinese who meet us in each city. A girl tour director joined us in Peking 
and was with us all the way to Canton. She was well informed and answered many 
of our questions. 

There is a great deal to see in Peking; the palaces of the Forbidden City 
where we walked for miles from room to room, admiring the exquisite artifacts. 
We also went to the Summer palace, the Ming Tombs, walking to it down the animal 
way. The Great Wall was the one thing I wanted to see and it lived up to my 
expectations of its size and grandeur. We also sent to the underground city, 
dug under Peking and meant for an air raid shelter. We also went to the Peking 
Opera which was most interesting. 

After four days of sightseeing we flew to Xi an which is 800 miles west of 
Peking. We flew in a prop plane with the only air conditioning a fan handed 
to each of us. It was very warm. We flew late in the afternoon and landed at 
night. There were no lights to guide the plane in but trucks had been placed 
along the runway with their lights on to bring in the plane. The main thing here 
was to visit the Qun Army Vault Museum where a life-size army of soldiers and 
horses have been unearthed. It is completely covered and a walkway all around 
where men have been digging. Men were working there and unearthing more men and 
horses in pieces which then had to be put together. These soldiers, horses and 
other "remains" were buried over 2000 years ago to guard the tomb of China's first 
emperor. 

After 3 days we took a train to Luoyang. Here, along a river were enormous 
limestone hills and caves where Buddhas had been carved. The largest, on top of 
a high hill,was a 45-foot Buddha. 

Some of the people in our group made certain requests. Four were granted -
to see a factory and go through it, to visit a school, a commune and to go to a 
hospital to see acupuncture practic~d. We went to the two factories, a cotton 
factory where some of the merchandise is sold to America and to a Chinese factory. 
The school we visited was where Mao taught. 
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In the hospital we were taken to the operating room where we saw two 
operations, the anesthetic used was acupuncture and one operation was the removal 
of a goiter and the other a hysterectomy. 

Our next city was Zhengzhow (Chengchow). In the north everything was very 
dry, but here there was plenty of water. People working in the fields work long 
hours, and here we saw irrigation. People are very industrious, selling goods 
on the street, working in the fields and hauling heavy wagons. Some have yokes 
around their shoulders, bending hard to the task. 

In every city we were in, we were taken to Friendship Stores. The local 
people were very interested in us and if we had to stand and wait for our coach 
they would surround us. If any spoke English they would try and talk with us. 
We were taught to say "hello" in Chinese. This is "Nihau" and when we said it 
to them they would grin and wave at us. 

The Friendship Stores are run by the "state". The factories are run 
three ways; by the "state", by a commune or privately owned. 

We visited mosques, museums, antique stores, tombs, caves, temples. We 
walked miles every day in the heat and we would get so warm. Then we would 
board our air conditioned coach and this made everyone catch cold. It spread 
through the coach in a hurry. I was the only one who did not have a cold but 
I was tired and dehydrated. 

We had a Peking duck dinner similar to the one Gloria and Ben had, but we 
saw very little duck meat. " We had the skin with plum sauce in a crepe or bun, 
and all the insides were put out for us to try. The only one I tried was the 
liver and it was delicious. 

Our next visit was to Canton. This, too, is a huge city with hundreds 
of people walking and riding bicycles. Everywhere we go we see bicycles. That 
is the main mode of transportation. Here we visited a commune and had an excellent 
meal served us with plenty of fresh lychees and watermelon. There were fruit 
trees of plum, mandarin orange, lychee and banana. It was a well run farm where 
wheat, rice, cotton and peanuts were raised. I did not care for North China food 
as it was too spicy for me. We were thirsty all the time and we were given beer 
and orange soda which was so sweet I could not drink it. The beer was good when 
cold. only about one bottle of beer was cold, then we would ask for more as we 
were so thirsty. The rest would be warm. If we ever saw an ice cube I would 
put it in my beer to try and cool it. The refrigeration is old style and there 
would be only about three trays of ice in one refrigerator. 

The rice was very different from the rice we get here. I like brown rice, 
but this was not white or brown, but creamy tan in color with an entirely 
different tas te some times scrambled eggs were mixed wi th the rice and that made 
it taste better. 

One day they gave us an American dinner if we wanted it. About 16 of us 
ordered the American dinner. It was mostly meat. 

Everyday we had lots of good, fresh vegetables which I enjoyed. 

One evening we were taken to a gymnastic show where the gymnasts were aged 
nine to nineteen. They were wonderful. Another night we went to a Folk Opera, 
very different from the Peking opera. After almost 3 weeks in China we returned 
to Kowloou where we were given a farewell dinner. The next day we headed for home. 
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Helen in her apartment 
on '!ilder Street, with 
Albert Farrant Turner, 
Jr., and his wife, 
Joyce. He's a captain 
in the U. S. Army and 
is currently stationed 
in Tew Brun swick~ 
Canada 

Above . One of Helen's pictures 
of The Great Wall. 

Right. At 83, she has slowed 
dOim a bi t from dOing all the 
things she used to do. "I'm 
getting lazy," says she, "but 
at my age, you're entitled to 
be lazy." But adds, "I don't 
f eel old." And sends a mes
sage of season's greetings to 
one and all. 
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CLUB 100 HONORARY MEMBERSHIP 

by Donald Kuwaye 

There are two kinds of honorary members in Club 100. The first is Club 100 
honorary member and the second is chapter honorary member. The names of those 
individuals who have been elected honorary members of the club and the chapters 
should be publicized, according to the Board of Directors. 

The names of the honorary members should be publicized periodically in 
order that the Club 100 members and their families will learn and remember who 
those persons are who gave so much of their talents and service during the 
critical periods of the club. 

One may ask how are club honorary members elected. The club bylaws spell 
it out precisely, as follows: Article III, l(c), Honorary Members. By affirmative 
vote of not less than two-thirds of the Reg~lar members of the Corporation present 
at any meeting, persons not meeting the qualifications of either Regular or 
Memorial Members may be elected Honorary Members of the Corporation. 

(1) Persons so elected to be Honorary members shall have rendered 
valuable and meritorious service for an on behalf of the Regular 
and Memorial Members of the Corporation and in furtherance of 
the purposes and ideals for which this Corporation is formed. 

(3) Honorary Members shall have all the rights and privileges of the 
Regular members except those rights and privileges limited to the 
Regular members under the Articles of Incorporation, By-Laws and 
Resolutions in effect or hereafter adopted or amended. Honorary 
Members shall not have the right to hold office nor the right to vote. 

The following 15 persons were elected honorary members of Club 100 
during the period, 1945 to 1975: Leslie Deacon, Joseph Farrington, 
Charles Hemenway, Earl Finch, John McCloy, Maj. Gen. Charles W. 
Ryder, General Mark Clark, Lt Gen. Lucian K. Truscott, Wilfred 
Tsukiyama, Lawrence Kunihisa, Brig. Gen. Kendall Fielder, Hibari 
Misora, Frank Matsumoto, Haruhisa Kawada, and Reverend Hiro Higuchi. 

Under Article III, Paragraph 5(b), Special Provisions, the following is stated: 

Notwithstanding the provisions contained in Section l(c) and its 
subsections of this Article, any duly established Chapter of this 
Corporation may, with the prior approval of the Board of Directors, 
elect and admit into its membership as Chapter Honorary Members persons 
who do not meet the requirements set forth in Article III of these By
Laws. Such Chapter Honorary Members shall have all the rights and 
privileges extended to Regular Members except such rights and privileges 
reserved to Regular Members by the Charter, these By-Laws and other 
applicable laws, regulations, and resolutions. Chapter Honorary Members 
shall not have the right to hold office nor the right to vote. 

(1) All Chapter Honorary Members already admitted into the various 
Chapters may be confirmed by the favorable action of the Board 
of Directors on letters of request submitted by the respective 
Chapters. 
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Five out of the 11 chapters in Club 100 have elected honorary chapter 
members. They are Baker, Headquarters, Medics, Hawaii and Maui. The six 
chapters which do not have honorary members are Able, Charlie, Dog, Rural, 
Kauai and Southern California. 

Honorary members by chapters are: 

Baker (6) - Albert Araki, Mrs. Miki Kida, Mitsuo Kimura, Harold Minami, 
Robert Taira, and Noby Yoshimura 

Headquarters (1) - Yoshikiyo Mugitani 

Medics (1) Mrs. Mildred Nishigaya 

Hawaii (7) - Nelson K. Doi, Sidney M. Hamada, James M'. Hirano, Dr. Sadaichi 
Kasamoto, Shizuyo Kiyosaki, Harry Oda, and Masatoke Tanouye 

Maui (3) - James Kaya, Albert Nobu and Hayato Suyama 

24 Brunswick Lanes 
Brunswick Automatic Pinsetters 
Tele Scores 
Tele Foul line 

Best Wishes to the Club 100 

Telephone Service Direct to Bowlers Benches 
Panoramic Spectators Seats 
Fountain Service to Bowlers on Lanes 
Free Instructions Available 

STADIUM 
BOWL-Q-DROME 

INC. 

820 Isenberg St., Phones 949-6668 and 949-6669 
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THE 34TH RED BULL DIVISION REUNION - AMANA, IOWA 

by Richard Oguro 

D-Day came for us on Sunday, Sept. 6, 1981. A party of 11 (4 couples and 3 
"confirmed" bachelors) left Honolulu on Uni ted's direct flight to Chicago. The 
couples were: M/M Robert Sakoki, M/M Robert Takashige, M/M Yozo Yamamoto and 
M/M Yasuto Furusho. Bachelors - Tsutomu Ogata, Hiroshi Shimazu and DO. We 
were loaded with cases of fresh pineapples, King's Bakery Sweet Bread, macadamia 
nut cases and boxes of chocolate-coated macadamia nuts. 

After an uneventful flight, we arrived at O'Hare airport, Chicago at 6:30 AM to 
find a large contingent of Chicago Area 34th Div. Chapter members and their 
wives awaiting our arrival. All baggage were loaded on Warren Fencl's panel 
wagon, then for breakfast. There we were handed out the German officer type 
caps, though red in color with the Red Bull in black patch set smack in the 
center of the cap's front. Very impressive, standout caps! Which were very 
proudly worn throughout thereafter . Following breakfast, since it was too early 
to check into our motel, we had been invited to drop by Art Morimitsu's residence -
to "stretch our jet legs". Art had plenty of pupus to offer. After a relaxing 
couple of hours, bull shipping, looking over Art's old photo collection, we were 
on the road again to our Summit Motel - which was to be our home for the next 
four nights. 

Had thought that other out-of-town groups/individuals would be joining in on 
this in-betwixt mini-reunion bit, but was informed that we were the only group 
stopping by here. Then too, found out that the 34th Div. Chicago Chapter is 
comprised of many members from the Chicago Nisei Veterans American Legion Post, 
and conversely many especially "haoles" from this Chicago 34th Div. C.hapter 
belonged to the Chicago Nisei American Legion post, some having gone through 
the ranks as post commanders too. 

Those who made our stay in Chicago a most enjoyable, memorable one were: Warren/ 
Millie Fencl, Roy/Alice Honbo, Club 100 member - the hanchos we had been in 
contact with for this Chicago sojourn; Carl/Eileen Ogawa; Art/Yone Okawa; Art/ 
Virginia Morimitsu, Mits/Tuney Kodama; Ed/Dot Kelley; Mel/Eleanor Puriton; Tio/ 
Eleanor Fujiwara, Nick/Amy Nishibayashi; Hal/Ollie Dode; Dick/Phyllis Czimer; 
Jack/Sue Isoda; Vic/Mich Izui and Richard Nomura. If I have missed anyone, 
please excuse. 

September 8 - picked up for the all-day picnic at the private club built up 
from reclaimed strip mining property . About 2 hours drive from the Summit 
motel, enroute, stopped over at Czimers in Locksport, IL to browse through the 
most unique store of its kind run by the Czimer Brothers as well as to look-see 
the zoo and animal farm they also operate. Unique? Yes, in the sense that 
could offer you all kinds of exotic meats, fowl, and fish! Hippopotamus meat, 
antelope, buffalo, camel, rattlesnake - you ask for it at Czimers and they will 
have it! At the picnic spot, Dick Czimer who had taken the day off was busy 
roasting a huge hunk of beef on a spit run electrically. 

The picnic spot was a beautiful layout owned by Consolidated Edison Co. While 
doing the chores, Dick found time to show off to the golfers in particular, a 
putter whose shaft was made from a ---- male buffalo's you-know-what! How 
could it stretch that much? I think it was a joke, but Dick was saying that 
one has to get that thing while in the act! Anyway he sez it can be stretched 
by slow process and in slow stages. Unbelievable but true. Bob Takashige 
brought one home, costs $125.00 but donated by Dick Czimer, as a prize, to the 
golf club. 
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September 10 - sight-seeing day. Aquarium and the Art museum . The Furusho's 
took off for Evanston (Northwestern U) after a quick look-see of the aquarium. 
We never got to the Art museum though, cuz we had a late, late, lunch at a 
Chinatown restaurant, and we had to have a little R 'n R before tonight's 
sayonara dinner at Athens Greek Restaurant! 

Our group really stole the show this night at the Greek restaurant, although 
besides our group there was hardly anyone else in the joint. Yozo broke the 
ice, charging like a bull after the leading lady dancer who had asked him to 
join her for a dance on stage! Then the two Bob's and others were also called 
on stage to do the chorus line dance routine! Twas a real fun night and a nice 
climax to the end of any idyllic sojourn in Chicago! With wonderful people of 
the Chicago Chapter 34th Div/Chicago Nisei Post American Legion! Never knew 
Chicago could be this wonderful. But, like anything else 'tis the people that 
make it so. We can't thank you people enough! 

September 11 - A six-hour drive to Amana, Iowa followed our departure from 
Motel Summit. But, it was really a pleasant ride with a lunch stop enroute and 
2 shi-shi breaks at rest areas enroute also! Arrived at the Amana Holiday Inn 
to find that Ed Kelly had opened up the Chicago Chapter hospitality room already 
and the place was jammed with people. 

When registering for the reunion, we were given an envelope containing our meal 
tickets and name tag. Noticed that organizations had lots of items on sale 
alongside the registration table. Among th~ i ,tems for sale was a Red Bull buckle 
very nice - cost was $11.00. Our rooms were all located on the ground floor and 
convenient to all places. Ed Kelly of Chicago also got rooms on the ground floor 
for the Chicago gang including the hospitality room. This guy Ed Kelly is a 
hustler of the 1st magnitude! 

No sooner I went back to shower in the room when Hiroshi yelled that I had a 
visitor who would be waiting for me in the hospitality room. It turned out that 
Ben Murakami, a Club 100 member, of Denver was my visitor. He had called me at 
home long distance just prior to our departure for Chicago telling me that 
everything had been arranged for our stay in Denver, and now he reiterated the 
details to me. Ben stated that we were to be met at the airport in Denver by 
his boys. Also that they are taking care of our tour in Denver too! Then, I 
told him that we had increased from 11 to 12 as John Kihara and missus would be 
going along to Denver with us, and he said it was no problem! I felt bad that 
we could not get him a Red Bull cap - because Chicago Chapter was all out of 
them. I hear tell someone offered 50 bucks for one! The caps were really 
outstanding! Saw Johnny Kihara in the hospitality room and also Taro Suzuki 
who looked cold sober!? This night's dinner and festivities were held at the 
large banquet hall with approximately 700 in attendance. The buffet dinner was 
excellent and plentiful. 

Ken Suehiro came up to do two numbers before the evening was up. Speaking about 
Ken, hardly saw Martin Tohara's group around. In the address of the evening, 
the MC read a message from General Fountain who had quotes from his diary - to 
wit: Des Moines, Iowa - Sept. 4, 1981 Members of the 34th Division Association: 
A message from General Fountain, CO of the 133rd Inf. in Southern Italy, with 
quote from his diary. Gen. Fountain is now in his 80's. He still plays golf 
and is very alert after a very active and interesting life. After the Tunisian 
campaign ended in May 1943 and the invasion forces for Sicily had departed, the 
34th Div. moved about 1,000 miles west to the French Foreign Legion training 
area south of Sidi bel Aboes, their headquarters near the Sahara Desert. 
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------------------------____ ~----------------------------------~I 

"Thursday, Sept. 9, 1943 (38 years 3 days) Gen. Coffey visits also with Lt. 
Col. Turner of the 100th Battalion, who are attached with 319 men and 8 officers". 
When the news got out that the 100th Bn was being attached to the 133rd Inf I 
had a procession of war correspondents. They all had many questions regarding 

'what they called the 'Japs', I told each one they must be referring to those 
American citizens from Hawaii, whose parents are Japanese. I gave orders to 
all our personnel that they were to be received and treated like any other 
American soldier. "Friday, Sept. 10, 1943, the 100th Bn moved in." "Saturday, 
Sept. 11, Gen. Ryder and Gen. Coffey addressed them" Sept. 4, 1981: I imagine 
I read about the relocation of the so-called Japanese in the U.S. but give it 
little thought, until a few years ago, when I read Milton Eisenhower's book. 
The Japanese-Americans had been hauled away from their homes, shops, businesses, 
and farms without charge, without trial, and placed in concentration camps in 
the desert West. I assume they had an adequate supply of spam, powdered eggs, 
and dried milk. I do not know of a blacker mark on our history as a nation than 
this episode. I now more fully understand the patriotism and devotion those in 
the 100th Bn displayed throughout the war. They wanted to prove their loyalty
this they did in grand fashion," Ray C. Fountain, Judge (Ret.). 

Sept. 12 - 9:00 AM. Departed on tour for Amana Colony Villages. First stop 
no problem. Spent plenty of time in this village, which was perhaps the main 
one with winery, wicker shop, antique watch shop, besides the main General Store. 
2nd stop at old bakery with outdoor oven, no problem here. 3rd stop was for 
lunch at an old restaurant (German) - and oven converted into part of the 
restaurant. Had German "jumbo" dog for lunch! Heading back for Amana Holiday 
Inn after lunch, I must admit we were lost for a while - but made out okay at 
the end. Amana is an old German Colony - settled by the German immigrants back 
in 1854. Amana appliances are made there. Back at the reunion headquarters -
Holiday Inn - in the lobby and registration area a "Welcome Nisei Veterans 100th/ 
442nd" sign was prominently displayed. We really felt "at home" in Amana. 

About 3 PM word circulated around that there would be a 5:30 1st serving of the 
banquet dinner. Quit selling books at 4:00 PM - a grand total of 2 had been sold 
by then . We were in line early and got in on the first serve. The dinner was 
excellent. Five/six dishes of food to be circulated among twelve or so people. 
Twas refillable too and delicious. Same MC, same speeches were given to the 
split shifts. Dancing took over after the 2nd half program was finished. 

Sept. 13 - attended Memorial Service. Loaded up the van and car. Art Okawa 
and Hal Dode took group pictures of us under the big Holiday Inn roadway sign. 

WE,LCOME: 
INFANTRY 011 
REU ION 
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Then, we were off to Iowa City. Just a quick spin around a few of the streets 
and off, back to Cedar Rapids. Found a place to eat and had lunch. Then, 
nothing else to do so headed for the airport. Martin Tohara's group, including 
M/M Kenji Nikaido, were all there too, all heading for Denver, thence on 
connecting flights to San Francisco or elsewhere, like Ken Kaneko who was bee
lining to Lost wages - Las Vegas from Denver. The Murakami's came in a little 
later. 

After a long wait at the airport, boarded plane and landed in Denver smoothly. 
Loaded up in a jiffy by Jim Yamane and his efficient crew of "tour" drivers, 
baggage was loaded into Ben Murakami's pick-up, we were driven down to a 
reception that awaited us at their own post facilities. The bar and Chinese 
restaurant were completely and beautifully refurbished and renovated. 

Having had dinner on board the plane, we just couldn't dine on all the home
made goodies - like matsutake rice, matsutake beef and many, many, more. And, 
we were kinda bushed in too? Sorry about that, Denverites! Then we were taken 
to the Spa Motor Inn (motel) and checked in. Plans had already been made for 
a pickup on tour to Air Force Academy and Pike's Peak for 9:00 AM. 

The real hustlers in this Cathay Post 1158 (I hope I have it right, Jim) 
American Legion are: Jim/Sue Yamane - I hear tell, Ben only asked him for his 
kokua and Jim planned out the whole works - including the drivers for the tour 
airport pick-up and drop off! Besides the Murakami's and the Yamane's those 
who really gave us the Royal treatment were: Tom/Lily Masamori - crooner, 
photographer, driver, MC; John/Toshi Oya, Henry Amano, George Yoshida, Harry 
Shibao, John/Kimi Noguchi, Paul Yokota, Yoshi Arai, Min/Margaret Matsunaga, 
Terry Nakagawa, Joe Sakato (Hank Sakato's - Los Angeles - kid brother); Toshi/ 
Ruth Ota, Tad Yamasaki, Sheik/Himi Morishige, J.D. Bise, and Scott. Hope we 
haven't missed anyone. 

The first night's reception at the bar which is part and parcel of the premise, 
owned and operated by this Nisei Vets American post! Upstairs houses a Board 
room and the assembly hall among other things. No wonder Jim Y emphatically 
told me, he'd kick my butt if we made any kind of retribution from our side! 

Enough cars were available next morning, and a four car caravan departed for 
the Air Force Academy near Colorado Springs the next morning at around 9:00 
(Sept. 14). A pleasant ride it was to the Air Force Academy. Our self
conducted tour was A-Okay. At Furusho's insistence no doubt, his driver must 
have made that unscheduled pit-stop at the Falcons Stadium on the way out. 
Then the caravan turned into the Garden of the Gods - a miniature "Bryce Canyon" 
with the rock formations naturally gorged and sculptured, to see the sights 
and to look for a shady spot for lunch. And a nice spot being found, we had 
lunch at this spot, only no mo lua! And, the leftover goodies from last night's 
spread were our meal for lunch, and they tasted better than last night, only scraps 
and bones were left. !l'HEN - ON TO "PIKE'S PEAK OR BUST!" Reached a place called 
Manitou at the end of which at base of two hills were cable car stations (2) 
on each side. The gang just walked on up to the one that said "Manitou Peak" -
that's where we ended up some 10-15 minutes later. What an incline that was too! 
From there we could see Pike's Peak now and then as the mist enveloping it 
cleared occasionally. But fresh snow was also discernible on its forward slopes. 
A few pretended that there might be Matsutake around and went looking for those 
mushrooms. After 20 minutes or so atop Mt. Manitou we descended back to the base. 
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Thought that that was the end of the tour, but, no, we made one more stop -
at the Cavern of the Winds - a very, very miniature Carlsbad Cavern (New Mex) 
at best, but it was a really refreshing tour and with the best tour guide of 
the Cavern showing us around! 

Got back to the motel around 6:15 and the drivers gave us 45 minutes to get 
ready for the Sayonara reception saying that they would be back at 7:00 PM for 
us! And they did! The banquet this night was held in a Japanese restaurant -
the Fuji En - in downtown Denver. We couldn't all fit into one "teahouse" style 
small room so we occupied two, but even so, besides that, a few had to occupy 
tables and chairs on the main dining hall floor. After a sumptuous dinner we 
all moved back to the bar side and entertained ourselves. Tom Masamori who 
could give Bing Crosby competition proved to be quite an MC as well as crooner! 
Good old Yozo again upheld Baker Chapter's honor, sang a couple of solos and was 
going to do the hula too, but time just ran out on us. We did get to sing the 
Company B Battle Song as a group, even though we had to sing the first stanza 
two times, we f10bbed it the first time! But we certainly could have used BJ 
and Stu this night! 

Finally at almost midnight, we were transported tack to our motel. Rain was 
falling, the first time it rained on the trip! Bright and early the next day 
(Sept. 15) the drivers took us to the airport. Las Vegas here we come! M/M 
Johnny Kihara were leaving on a later flight to San Francisco and then home, so 
Ben left to pick them up for a little bit more of downtown sight-seeing. 
Thank you again Ben, Jim, Tom, John and the rest of you Denverites, Denver no 
kaoi! 

THE LAS VEGAS STOPOVER was a pleasant interlude - to each doing his (her) own 
thing except for the night of the 16th when the whole group enjoyed the JUBILEE 
show at the MGM GRAND. Ken Kaneko preceded us to Las Vegas, but joined us for 
the Jubilee show as well as stayed one night in Los Angeles - had to go home 
early to officiate a game at the stadium. Yozo and Bob Sakoki we have to thank 
for the nice tables and reservation arrangements for this show. Who made money, 
lost money - well, you'll have to ask them individually yourself, all I know 
is that there was one gal that was almost a fixture at the Keeno section! 

6:15 PM Los Angeles airport arrival on the 17th (Sept). Greeted at the airport 
by - Bill Miyagi, Lloyd Seki, Kiyoshi Horino, Douglas Tanaka, and Buddy Mamiya. 
If I have missed anyone, excuse please. Ms Hiroko Kikuchi, Baker's adopted 
daughter, was there with a friend of hers. Bill had brought them to the airport. 
Riding down to the Hotel Cecil, Bill informed that Kaz Furuto's wife was terminal. 
When Bill drove through some slummy looking areas to arrive at the sidewalk 
entrance to Hotel Cecil, I took notice. I had an uneasy feeling as I got off 
the truck to walk into the registration counter quite aways inside. 

Anyway, Bill said he'll stay and guard the truck while we went in to register. 
The lobby was renovated, looked nice and clean. After a hassle with the night 
clerk (Hispanic) and shelling out extra dollars for twins instead of doubles 
and room keys deposits, and us bachelors located on the 15th floor went up to 
our room. The rest had finally been located on the 11th or 12th floor. At first 
our door wouldn't open. When finally opened the key wouldn't come out of the 
keyhole. Set down our luggage and looked at our room! Hiroshi went to use the 
bathroom - and came out shouting: "Cockroaches running around the floor - toilet 
doesn't flush good either". The light switches were hard to locate. That's 
when we decided to look for a better motel. Took off with baggage and all to 
lobby and back to Bill's pick-up! Just then the rest came down to the lobby, 
and I informed them that we were to change hotels after our dinner reception 
tonight. 
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A big gang had gathered at the Tokyo Kaikan, it was near J-town, I believe, 
for this evening's gathering. Besides those already mentioned, others there 
were: Young O. Kim, Monte Fujita, Ben Tagami, Tad Hashimoto, Eric Abe, Mrs. M. 
Furuye, Hank Sakato, Mike Miyake, Hank Hayashi, Rev. William Miyao, the Allen 
Dong's - most of them were there with their wives. It was quite a gathering, 
so much so thay they had to overflow into other adjacent rooms. MEANWHILE, 
Monte stated that he could get rooms at the Figueroa Hotel, but Lloyd stated 
he could get rooms at a nice motel if we were not particular as to hotel or 
motel. So I told Lloyd to try a motel. He did get rooms for us at the Olympic 
Motel. That's where we headed for after tonight's bash. 

Sept. 17 - The gang was split and went in three directions. Nora Kim took the 
gals out while Young o. drove the boys to see where the elites reside. Dick 
and Torn were driven to San Diego by Dick's son Keith - to visit Sea World and 
the Wild Animal Park. 

The gang on Young O's tour happened to pass by the L.A. King's Bakery and all 
decided to go and see this completely automated bakery operation. Met Toki 
(mgr) and his wife and were accorded a grand tour of the premises. Unfortunately, 
they had just stopped the operation for the day. On our way out we were given 
samples of the newest product - dinner roll - which just started a week ago, and 
a case of sweet bread. It sure was an impressive operation. Thanks Harry, for 
your advice - your name there spelled magic. 

A sayonara dinner was again held for us at Gong Hay - a Chinese restaurant -
followed by dancing to a live orchestra's music. 

Ready for our trip home after being away for two full weeks. We met not only 
nice people from Chicago to L.A. and we are grateful for the many, many 
hospitalities, the many omiage and the excellent accommodations accorded us. 
This trip will linger in our memories for a long time. 

PAN-PACIFIC CONSTRUCTION, INC. 

GENERAL CONTRACTORS 
2621 WAIWAI LOOP. HONOLULU, HAWAII 96819 

PHONE 836-2854 

Hiroshi Shimazu, Baker Chapter 
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ABLE CHAPTER NEWS 

by Tom Fujise 

Chairman Horace Awa definitely scored 
an A plus with the Able Chapter family 
night held on October 17 at Paradise 
Park. Everyone who attended this get
together occasion went home with a full 
stomach stuffed with tender barbecue 
ribs and mellowed by the many bottles 
that flowed generously into plastic 
cups. 

The night was fanned by the Hawaiian 
musical group the Halau 0 Kea who so 
cheerfully agreed to help put the 
gathering into a festival mood. 
Helping the fun-filled evening along 
and keeping everyone in stiches was 
our number one MC, Japan Nakahara 
with his slightly spicy jokes. His 
rendition of "Ko Ko Ni Sachi Ari" set 
the stage for the nite's merriment. 
Many of us were hoping that Evelyn 
Oshiro could have followed the lovely 
number "Hawaiian Wedding Song" with 
a few more songs. 

Thanks to the shrewd shopping ability 
of Horace and the generous contribu
tions from the members, every family 
that attended the party went home with 
something. Helping to keep the social 
moving smoothly were Tom Nishioka, Don 
Nagasaki and Richard Oki. 

Later, on November 12 the Hawaiian 
musical group of which Ray Nosaka is a 
member, also performed at the unveiling 
of photo ceremony that honored Medal 
of Honor winner Hershey Miyamura at the 
clubhouse. 

It seems that nothing much has 
happened in Able Chapter to write about 
so let me write about my fishing in 
Canada the last week of September. 
Early in the year a group of us were 
planning on going to Alaska for sight 
seeing and fishing, but due to a 
number of reasons we had to drop the 
plan. So I had to refer a number of 
people to another travel agency that 
I knew had a fine fishing tour. 
Later in the year I got interested 
again in looking for a place to fish 
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that wasn't crowded with fishermen. 
After much correspondence I settled on 
Queen Charlotte Island. The island is 
remote enough but fairly easy to reach 
by plane and accommodation was readily 
available. 

So there I was fishing from the banks of 
Copper Creek. I quickly found out that 
fishing for salmon was not the same 
everywhere even if the fish was the same. 
Come to find out, the salmon here in the 
stream turned their nose up at artificial 
lure but were feasting on salmon eggs, 
which I didn't have. With a fishing 
guide the next day we went to a bay 
called Alliford Bay. It was a beautiful 
place, the water was so calm and clear 
that we could see right to the bottom 
of the bay and you should see all those 
salmon splashing and jumping all around 
our boat all day - but not one salmon 
landed in our boat. After testing all 
the lures I brought from Hawaii with no 
results, the next day on the recommenda
tion of the guide I bought a lure called 
"Buzz Bomb" I guess that was the thing 
to use since I did come home with salmon. 

A few facts about the place. The little 
village is called Sandspit and the island 
has a popUlation of about 1,000. Hotel 
is right across the street from the airport 
and a block away is a small shopping center 
of seven small stores. If you want to 
eat out you have the hard choice between 
the hotel restaurant and a chop suey house 
aptly named Jone's Wok Inn. The island 
boas ts of having 22 miles of road of which 
half is paved and public and the other 
half is gravel and owned by a lumber 
company which owns about 90 per cent of 
the island. 

Our deepest sympathies go to Mrs. Ritsuko 
Sato, her sons Andrew K. and Guy Y. and 
daughter Ellen M. whose husband and father, 
James K. Sato passed away in October after 
a long illness. James will always be 
remembered as Able company supply clerk 
who always had a smile and cheerfully 
tried to help everyone with their needs. 

Our sympathies also to Sam Hanashiro whose 
mother, Mrs. Muta Sakuma passed away at 
the age of 91 on October 15. 



BAKER CHAPTER NEWS 

by Dick Oguro 

Baker's song of battle - ROEI NO UTA - How it came to being. 

WINTER 1943 - Italian Campaign! At the height of the battle, prelude to Anzio, 
during the lull in betwixt decimating Cassino Abbey, a battle song was born -
Company B's Japanese battle song, local lyrics of which were composed to the 
melody of the then current "hit" song popular in Hawaii during the pre-war 
period before the bombing of Pearl Harbor, and which was being "hummed" 
constantly by several boys of Company B: ROEI ~ ~ - literally translated: 
Song of Bivouac. 

YUKIO TAKAKI composed not only two stanzas but, several. And, Bunichi J. 
Kimura became the foremost vocalist-soloist promoting the song among the boys. 
UNFORTUNATELY over the years, postwar to present, most of the stanzas were 
lost or forgotten, and, BJ, for the life of him, could remember only two stanzas! 

After the Natsunoya Teahouse stag party of 1980, the song was adopted officially 
as Baker Chapter's battle song. B.J. was not sure of the song title the lyrics 
were based on. SO THE HUNT was on to get the melodies of two songs - Roei 
no Uta and Byakko Tai, one of which was the melody we were seeking. Request 
was made to Bakerites for a record or tape of the two songs through Chapter news
letters and through the medium of the Puka Puka Parade. 

MARCH 1981 - Baker president Bob Sakoki was deluged with "fan mail", tapes, and 
phonograph records of Roei no Uta sent by the Japanese people from allover 
Japan, even as far away as Hokkaido. We are still receiving tapes and music 
sheets. The last tape from Mr. Kunio Takahashi-Kanagawaken arrived on Sept. 17, 
1981. After listening to the tapes and recordings of Roe No Uta at the home of 
Prexy Sakoki, BJ finally proclaimed: "That's it. Tha t' s the song!" WITH ONE OF 
THE TAPES was a clip from the ASAHI SHINBUN dated March 19 (or thereabouts) wherein 
Baker Chapter's request for tapes and records were included in an article based on 
Baker Chapter's news in the Puka Puka Parade December 1980 issue! 

Now, how did Asahi Shinbun get the article? Who was the responsible culprit? 
We thought of Takeshi "General" Teshima who resides in Japan currently. But, the 
best plausible explanation accepted was given by Prexy Sakoki - that, many Japan 
tourists stop by and visit our Club 100, and one of them could have been an 
Asahi Shinbun employee or reporter, but any Japan visitor could have sent the 
issue in to the Asahi Shinbun. 

Although only two stanzas of the lyrics were remembered by BJ, an informal group 
from Baker's Steering Committee decided to work on a few more stanzas. Also it 
was decided to get Marie Yoneshige involved to work on a piano accompaniment to 
the song. And, meeting at Marie's home one night, the boys came out with 4 new 
verses, making a total of 5 verses. "Composer" ·Yukio Takaki was present this 
night. 

Finally a KARAOKI tape arrived from Japan, what Prexy Sakoki had wanted all 
along - just music and no vocalization. Now, the group could sing using the 
tape for the background music in lieu of a band or a piano accompaniment. Marie 
was thus left off the hook. TANX Marie just the same. 
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Meanwhile, many more meetings were held. Arguments over phraseology, single 
words, etc. Tommy Ogata whom Sakoki had enlisted-consulted contributed much 
to the final wordings as well as the last stanza. It was decided to go with 5 
stanzas because the tape had only 5 stanzas too. 

Late in April, Jimmy Shintaku wrote and revealed that he was the culprit 
responsible for the article appearing in the Asahi Shinbun. An Asahi Shinbun 
reporter had interviewed him on Guam and that's when Shintaku had told him about 
Baker Chapter doings, and its search for tapes and such. 

Prexy Sakoki championed the cause of performing as a choral group for the 39th 
Anniversary, and thus was formed the Baker "FROG PONtI Singers! By a stroke of 
genius too Prexy Bob plucked Masao "Stu" Yoshioka to be the MAESTRO! ONLY 5 REAL 
rehearsals we have had - SO BARE AND GRIN IT WITH US! 

THE SAGA OF THE 100TH! 

SALENO NI TSUITE KYO MADE NO 
Orera no shingun kiita daro 
Yama koe, oka koe, tani wataru 
Susumi yuku toko taki nashi to 
Chi, shio ni moyuru Hyaku Butai! 

Omoe ba kyo no gekisen ni 
Taorete i-itta senyu no 
Kateki toruzo to chikai au 
Taki no tochika, asa meshi mae 
Mune wa taka naru Hyaku Butai 

CASINO NO IKUSA MO HlDO KATTA 
Yuushi mo takusan nakustita go 
Kyo mata yukuzo, oboete ro 
Doku gun taose ro, asu mo aru 
Warera wa makenai Hyaku Butai 

TEKUSESU (Texas) Butai wo sukuu tame 
Nokorishi yuushi wa jusannin 
Tasuketa yuushi no warai gao 
Chiisana koe de, "Banzai", to 
Yuuki wa takamaru Hyuku Butai 

TATAKI SUNDE IKU TSUKI KA 
Yubi ori kazoete matte ita 
Kaeru nu tomo wo shinobi tsutsu 
"Saki ni kaeruzo, sumanai," to 
Hana wo sakashita Hyaku Butai 

Since landing in Salerno till now 
Our new outfit, you must have heard of (by now ) 
Over hills, over dales, 'cross the valley floor 
Advancing boldly (as though no enemy in sight ) 
Steaming with blood and salt; the lOOth Bn 

Oh, yes! we must do battle again today! 
For the sake of our buddies, fallen and gone 
We will close in with the enemy to avenge them 
Enemy pillboxes - (why) before breakfast! 
Bursting with pride, the 100th Bn 

The Cassino engagement was decimating 
We lost a lot of brave comrades, but -
Today again, we're coming at ya, remember that 
Destroy those big Berthas, there's always 

tomorrow too 
We never give up, the 100th Bn 

In the rescue of the Texas "lost" Battalion 
Only 13 men prevailed 
The radiant faces of the rescued comrades 
Stirred a soft "Banzai" within us 
Spirits soaring, the 100th Bn 

Unknown months after war's end 
Counting on our fingers and waiting 
Bidding a solemn farwell to our un-returned 

buddies 
Saying, "Sorry to beat you to home, fellas''f 
Blossomed fully, the 100th Bn 

EPILOGUE: Successful presentation of Baker's song of battle - ROEI NO UTA - at 
the Club 100's 39th anniversary party held at the Hilton Hawaiian ViIIage Coral 
Ballroom on June 27, 1981. A rousing ovation was heard at the conclusion of the 
singing by the Baker "FROG PONtI singers. A tape recording of the entire program 
was made and sent to various people in Japan who contributed in making the Baker 
Chapters song become a reality. Club 100 members who wish to obtain a cassette 
recording of the singing may send their request to Prexy Sakoki Baker Chapter. 
THIS ARTICLE IS PUBLISHED IN THE PUKA PUKA PARADE AS A RESULT OF REQUESTS BY 
MEMBERS AND WIVES OF OTHER CHAPTERS. 
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CHARLIE CHAPTER NEWS 

by Warren Iwai 

Tadanojo Fukuda in Japan visiting 
his kin folks. I hope he returns 
with some good stories for us. 
Meanwhile his wife, Katsuko (Kay) 
is holding the fort at home with 
her three sons. Kay is on the 
faculty of Pearl City Elementary 
School and teaches the children with 
learning disabilities. Tad and Kay 
also have a daughter, Julia, who 
graduated from the University of 
Hawaii and continued her post graduate 
studies on the mainland culminating 
with a degree of Doctor of Philosophy 
in History. She is now married, has 
a son and lives in Oklahoma. Inci
dentally, Julia's kindergarten 
teacher in Kona, Hawaii was Mrs. Hazel 
Hagiwara. 

The holiday season is upon us again. 
Somehow it seems to come sooner each 
year. I remember Thanksgiving Day 
at St. Etienne de Tinu (the little 
town nestled in the mountains with 
snow) in 1944. Co. "c" gave its 
candy ration to the children of the 
town and in return received the 
gratitude and appreciation of the 
children and town folks which poured 
forth in songs as they serenaded the 
company. This was one of the sweetest 
deals we ever made - it was truly 
Thanksgiving. 

I remember Chrisbnas in Castellar, a 
little town on the border of France 
and Italy and overlooking Monte Carlo. 
Here the people still came to the 
fountain in the town square for their 
water supply and the only flush toilet 
in town was in the school. Company 
"c" again gave up their candy ration 
for the children and had a little 
party at the church . 

My memory of these events associate 
them with one man in particular, Lt. 
Saburo Maehara. Here was a man of 
compassion, one who really cared for 
his fellowmen and I feel richer to 
have known him. 
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Richard and Miriam Yamamoto are happy 
to have their family all together this 
year. Their daughter, Anne, who has 
been teaching in Japan is back and 
their sons, Warren and David, are 
happily settled here. 

The Club 100 membership roster for 1981 
shows 66 members from Company "C". 
However, only about 60% of this number 
are regular members of "Charlie Chapter". 

Now, in behalf of the officers of 
Charlie Chapter I wish all members, 
their wives, and families a very Merry 
Chrisbnas - one full of love and 
appreciation - and a very Happy and 
Prosperous New Year! 

KUHIO 
AUTO REPAIR, INC. 

TONY KINOSHITA "D" 

GENERAL AUTO REPAIR 

WE SPECIALIZE IN 
BODY AND FENDER WORK 

245 7 So. King Street 
Phone 955-1378 

BOB'S UNION 
SERVICE 

153 Oneawa St., Kailua 
Phone 261-0262 Bob Kondo (D) 



DOG CHAPTER NEWS 

by Helen Nikaido 

Our congratulations to Vicki Kawamata 
(daughter of Rhoda & Masao "Charlie") 
and Kenneth Nagahiro who celebrated 
their marriage at a reception held at 
the Hale Koa Hotel on October 25, 1981. 
They were married on August 19th. We 
wish you happiness and don't forget 
to join us at the family night 
functions. 

Escorted by "Biffa" Moriguchi and 
"0 "H' k . f pu 1rana a, qU1te a ew Dog 
Chapter members and wives visited 
beautiful Japan in October. Those 
who were on the tour were Jane & 
Sadashi Matsunami, Katsumi Nakayama, 
Wakayo & Etsuro Sekiya; from Kauai, 
Chizu & Kiyo Teshima, Jack Hada, 
Lillian & Mako Takiguchi; from Los 
Angeles, Irene & Eric Abe and Mr. & 
Mrs. Jim Ishizawa. Also visiting 
Japan with their former classmates 
were Kay & Eddie Harada. 

Rhoda & "Charlie" Kawamata, Stella 
Nakayama and Ruth & Ronald Watanabe 
were off to Australia and New Zealand 
on October 30th with "Biffa" and "Opu". 

Chaired by Masaji Usui, the Christmas 
party will be held at the Ranch House 
on Sunday, December 20, 1981. 

Our deepest sympathy to Richard Endo 
and family whose mother passed away 
on September 26th at the age of 93. 

To Kaz Furuto (Los Angeles) and family 
we extend our deepest sympathy on the 
passing of his beloved wife, Sachi, in 
September. She was a wonderful person. 
We will miss Sachi on our Vegas trips. 

To the Dog Chapter members and wives, 
thank you very much for coming out to 
the Sunday cleanups, and to the ladies 
who so generously prepared all the 
goodies for our family night gathering 
many, many thanks. Merry Christmas! 
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On Thursday, November 12 1981 , , 
Club 100 held an unveiling ceremony 
followed by a reception at the club
h~use honoring Hiroshi "Hershey" 
M1yamura, the only living nisei 
Congressional Medal of Honor reci
pient, and Sadao Munemori who 
received his medal posthumously. 
A full size photograph portrait of 
"H h " ers ey was unveiled. Many 
members, wives, and friends were on 
hand to honor "Hershey". 

To Mil~red & "Doc" Hosaka, Dorothy 
& Mart1n Tohara, Mildred Yoshida 
Yoshi Mugi tani, Ken Suehiro, "Ka'" 
Nakayama and "Nick", thank you very 
much for your help in preparing and 
replenishing the pupus. To the 
following people, many, many thanks 
for your generous donations: Dorothy 
& Martin Tohara - mochi, jello, 
350 lbs. ice and paper plates' Janet 
Kuwaye - pineapple bars; Yoshiko 
(Sidney) Oshiro - butter mochi' 
Florence Mitsunaga - Black For~st 
cake; Mildred Hosaka - no-frost 
chocolate chip cake; Mildred Yoshida -
7-Up strawberry cake; Kenji & Helen 
Nikaido - coconut cake, ike & wieners' 
Wally Teruya of Times Super Market - ' 
1 case plastic cups and 1 case napkins' 
Eugene Kawakami - 4 bottles of liquor;' 
D.A.V. Hanele Chapter - orange juice 
& grapefruit juice, and Okuhara Foods 
Inc. - liquor, ika & crabs; and 
Kenichi Suehiro - delicious ika. 

ALL TYPES OF MILLWORK 
COMMERCIAL STORE FIXTURES 

STANLEY'S 
MILLWORK INC. 

Stanley S. Teruya 
Phone: 836-3804 

2825 Koapaka St. 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96819 



F COMPANY NEWS 

by Kenneth M. Higa 

Maui Beach Hotel in Kahului was the 
headquarters for F Company's reunion 
held during the weekend of October 
23-25. Forty-four members, twenty
nine wives and two offsprings from 
Hawaii, Kauai and Oahu joined the 
Maui foxes and their wives for the 
annual affair. 

Friday night was fellowship time. 
The buffet dinner was held at the 
Red Dragon restaurant located in 
the hotel. Cocktail began at 5:30 
p.m. Most parties I've attended the 
dinner started around 6:30-7:00 p.m., 
"Hawaiian"time. Not so in MauL 
When my wife and I walked in the 
restaurant about 7:00 p.m. practically 
everyone was through ea ting dinner. 
One consolation - there was still 
plenty of food to eat. By the way, 
we weren't the last ones. Hakaru 
Tao, the "now you see, now you don't" 
character, from Kauai was the last 
person to arrive for dinner. Ask 
Choichi Shimabukuro about Hakaru's 
many disappearing acts in past 
reunions. 

Saturday night buffet banquet was 
held at the Maui Palms Hotel Long 
House. Food was plentiful. There 
were many popular, delicious 
Japanese dishes. 

Following dinner, Wallace Maeda and 
his wife, Lillian, put on quite a 
program for the evening. Wallace, 
who was our supply sergeant, still 
has the "supplying" nature ingrained 
in him. He did not supply us with 
oversized or undersized clothing 
like he used to but instead he 
supplied us with games, music and 
an one-act play filled with laughter 
and humor. 

Wallace is a many talented individual. 
He created a very perplexing pictorial 
game which had everyone guessing for 
the correct answers. When it comes 
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to music, he can sing and play any 
instrument like a pro. For the evening, 
he played the accordion and the uke. 
Wallace's ukulele rendi tion of "Stars 
and Stripes Forever" can give Ohta San 
a run for his money anytime. He also 
wrote the one act pantomine play, 
"Memories of Company F," which depicted 
our Army life before going overseas. 

Wallace was the narrator of the play 
and the cast was made up entirely from 
the ranks of the Maui pack. The 
pantomimists were Rudy Yoshida, Eichi 
Endo, Akira "Jockey" Ishikawa, Mitsugi 
Moto, Wataru Kaneshina and Hatsuo 
Satoshige. 

The following are some of the highlights 
of the play. Scene I. Experiences of 
a group of draftees who are about to be 
inducted in the Army going through their 
physical examinations . Scene II. You're 
in the Army now at Reception Center, 
Schofield Barracks. Of course! There 
is a "Sloppy GI" who does everything 
wrong during close order drill. Scene 
III. Ah! Camp McCoy. The cash register 
in PX no. 1 is working overtime nightly 
ringing up beer sales. Consequently, 
Colonel Turner's famous words, "Men, 
you can't drink Wisconsin dry." Final 
scene. Camp Shelby. What memories? 
Louisiana maneuvers. Jiggers and ticks 
and plenty of bites. 

The best actor award for the play was 
won by Jockey. The judges were 
Lillian Maeda, Maui; Jane Kurokawa, 
Hawaii; Helen Furusho, Oahu; and Kazue 
Kawamo to, Kauai. 

Wallace, many of the ladies are still 
wondering what is a "short-arm" inspection? 
In Scene II, the entire cast failed to 
m1m1C or carry out the doctor's order 
like we did in the Army. 

Following the banquets on Friday and 
Saturday evenings, the hospitality room 
in the hotel was the hub of activity. 
It was like a beehive - continuous 
buzzing like any Club 100 reunion as 
World War II was fought again; Camp 
McCoy and Camp Shelby were relived 
again; and "Hi! long time no see" 
greetings were exchanged again. 



The exchanging of "long time no see" 
greetings with new faces that pop up 
each year is one of the treasured 
happenings at our reunions. First 
timers were: Mr. & Mrs. Waichi 
Hiraoka and Mrs. Shigeo Oshita of 
Hawaii; Mr. & Mrs. Sadao Kawamoto and 
Mrs. Sakae Watanabe of Kauai; Mr. & 
Mrs. Eichi Endo, Mr. & Mrs. Wallace 
Maeda, Mrs. Akira Ishikawa and 
Hatsuo Satoshige of Maui. 

Also joining us for the first time 
away from their home ground (the 
1979 reunion was held in Hi1o) were 
Mr. & Mrs, Kaoru Kagawa, Mr. & Mrs. 
Yasuyuki Kurokawa, Mr. & Mrs. Kazuma 
Taguchi, Takashi "Willie" Honda, and 
Mrs. Kazunobu "Sally" Yamamoto. 

We have many true-blue foxes like 
Seitoku Akamine of Hilo and "Camou
flage" Heyada of Kapaa, Kauai, who -
through hell or high water, come what 
may - never fail to show up for the 
annual gathering of the foxes. 
Seitoku and his wife, Shizu, had an 
important engagement to attend on 
Saturday night in Hi10, and Camou
flage recently underwent major 
surgery but nevertheless they came 
to be wi th the "We are Family Company" 
members even if it was only for the 
Friday fellowship night. 

About thirty early birds got up at 
3:30 am, Saturday, and headed for 
Haleaka1a at 4:15 am by chartered 
bus. According to Hakaru Taoka they 
made it in time to see the sun 
rising brilliantly in the clear blue 
sky. For a while, he thought they 
would never make it in time to see 
the sunrise. The drive-in diner 
where they stopped by to pick up 
coffee and pastries took "ages" to 
brew 50 cups of coffee. 

The remaining foxes went sight-
seeing on their own U Drive cars. 
The Takenouchis and the Kagawas 
headed for Hana. The Takenouchis 
made it to the lowlands of Hana but 
the Kagawas went astray and ended up 
in the highlands of Ulupalakua tasting 
vino at the winery. Kaoru made it 
back to the hotel okay. It takes 
more than a sip or two to get him high. 
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Sunday lunch was held at the Kahului 
Community Center. Many of us thought 
it was to be a bento lunch but to our 
complete surprise the long table was 
loaded with chicken, spare ribs, barbeque 
beef, noodles, macaroni salad, toss 
salad, namasu, tsukemono, rice, jel10, 
cake and guri-guri. Overheard this 
remark, "Gotta be F Company when it 
comes to food. When I was here for 
the DAV convention couple years ago 
all we had for lunch was stew and rice." 

The Maui members and the wives deserve 
a lot of praise for hosting the 1981 
reunion. They are a small group -
only 14 bodies. They, especially 
Rudy who was the chairman, really worked 
hard to make this shindig a very 
successful one. Thanks a lot. We 
all had a wonderful time. 

Paul Hayashi had to forego his reunion 
plans due to doctor's order. He is 
recuperating from a major surgery. We 
wish him a speedy and full recovery. 

Features: 

Please 
Make Your 
Reservations 
Early 
call 
845-6625 
or 
841-9831 

Finest Japanese Food Prepared by 
Chefs Direct from Japan 
Beautiful Waitresses in 

Kimonos Ready to Serve You 
A Large Hall That Can 

Accommodate over 500 guests, or 
can be partitioned into five 

good sized rooms 
Seven Additional Rooms 

Available for Small Parties 
MINIMUM OF FOUR 

750 KOHOU STREET 

By Kapalama Canal Between N. King St. & Dillingham Blvd 



THE F CO. GROUP AT THE MAUl PALMS 
HOTEL, OCT. 24, 1981 

THE HAWAII GROUP 
THE KAUAl GROUP 

Photos by M. Yoza 

PART OF THE OAHU GROUP PART OF THE OAHU GROUP 
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HEADQUARTERS CHAPTER NEWS 

by Kenichi Suehiro 

HQ chapter has its share and more of 
golfers but not many are proud of 
their showing. In fact, many would 
be happier if their handicap was 
increased! 

In our last issue, I wrote saying 
Arthur Komiyama was a better farmer 
than a golfer. Now I'm told he is a 
better dancer than a golfer too! 
Better shape up Arthur. 

I believe Arthur Tamashiro, Akira 
Akimoto, Tom Nosse, Tad ohta and the 
rest of the HQ hams should figure 
that its for the exercise that they 
swing at a small ball and then follow 
it until they plunk it in the next 
hole. 

I go fishing, diving, 3 times each 
week. No matter if Masaru Tomasa & 
I don't catch anything. We have our 
exercise which is the main thing. 

By the way, I took Yoshito Aimoto out 
with us the last 3 Saturdays and darn 
if he didn't do better than Tomasa 
and me. 

Tomasa and I swim way out of sight 
while Aimoto fishes about 50 yards 
from shore yet he has been catching 
3 to 5 lb. size tako - bigger than 
ours! 

Spoke with Dolores Yamashita, she's 
still very much disabled but sounded 
like her old self. Gan-ba-re, Dolores! 

Tad Ohta recently suffered from a toe 
infection which required use of crutches 
for several weeks. Take care 'Abura' 
because Tom Nosse is waiting to 
challenge you in golfing. In fact, 
he thinks you are scared to play with 
him. 

Roy Ikawa and spouse were on a trip to 
the big country which he saw ~n detail 
from a camper. He reports that gasoline 
was their big problem. 
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Elmo is salty cause he is unable to take 
trips due to the airlines problems. I 
guess when the airlines aren't making 
money, they don't worry too much about 
their retirees. 

Carl Shinoda lost his voice last month 
and it was funny listening to him talk 
at his daily poker games. 

For about 4 days all he could say was 
"peeep" Even when raising the bet in 
poker it was "peeep" - very high pi tch 
at that. 

If I'm to become involved in a rear-end 
accident I hope it will be with someone 
like Carl Nobuichi Shinoda. 

Someone whacked him from the rear one 
day and both drivers got out of their 
cars to appraise the damage to Carl's 
auto. 

The driver who struck Carl was concerned 
even tho' the damage was slight. Carl 
figured the damage could be repaired, for 
the sum of $5.00. The other guy was so 
happy he wanted to give Carl $10.00 
because that was the smallest bill he had. 
Not Carl - he wouldn't accept the extra 
$5.00 - but he gave the guy $5.00 change! 
See what I mean! Japanese sez "sho jiki 
baka" . 

Carl you have a good chance in going to 
heaven when the time comes. Not too 
many like you around. 

THE MAUl GROUP 



HAWAII CHAPTER NEWS 

by Walter Kadota 

At our annual memorial service James 
Maeda was on center stage and had 
this to say .... "This year's Club 100 
Hawaii Chapter's annual memorial 
service has taken a new format. Our 
club president decided a member of 
the club should bring the message .... 
instead of ..... ministers, judges, 
governor, mayors, federal and state 
senators and representatives, local 
politicians, the university president 
and chancellors, military men and 
others to speak at the service .... 1 
will try my best to have you remember 
one or two thoughts to take home with 
you ... This is the day we step off the 
road and let the dead pass by. This 
is the day we .... say to our fallen 
comrades: the Hiroshis, Yasuos, 
Jacks, Georges, Garys, Kazuos, 
Akiras and others ..... 'a thank you' 
for making it possible for us to 
enjoy a rather comfortable life. We 
should give the fallen heroes a 
prayer of thanksgiving, and ask 
forgiveness for failing to keep up 
with some of our promises to them" ... 

"My friends, we accepted a challenge 
some 40 years ago for the cause of 
freedom and democracy. We were 
soldiers, warriors, and samurais in 
battle. We did a good job! Upon 
our return, we accepted the challenge 
of life as parents, members of this 
community and worthy citizens of our 
country. In spite of our accomplish
ments and retirement, life still 
challenges us ... The motto of the Club 
100, "For Continued Service", speak 
for itself .... There are still things 
to be done in the service of mankind .. 
God has given you a talent ... use that 
talent and render service to your 
fellow men" ..... . 

"In June 1982, the Club 100 will be 
celebrating its 40th anniversary. It 
will be an appropriate time for the 
members and friends of the Club 100, 
to give an anniversary gift to the 
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people of the State of Hawaii .... a 100th 
Infantry Battalion Memorial Foundation. 
A living memorial for the future generation 
of Hawaii. I believe we have men with 
talents and resources statewide, who can 
work on a goal of about $250,000, in three 
years. Before we fade away, we as an 
organization should do something for 
posterity. Yes, my friends, we are standing 
on the threshold of another great 
experience" ...... . 

Sorry, Jimmy, we couldn't present your 
speech in its entirety. Ye Editor says 
don't go overboard on the wordage output. 
He likes 'em short and sweet. But thanks 
for easing our workload .... Thanks also to 
Mrs. Amy Hirosawa of Seattle, the former 
Mrs. Tsutomu Kunishi, for a sizeable 
monetary contribution to the club, 
carrying a stipulation that part of it 
go to a liquid refreshment kitty so that 
the boys can hoist one up in memory of 
"Blue" .... Thanks to M.C. Motoyoshi Tanaka 
and Chaplain Richard Miyashiro and the 
Pahoa Anthurium Growers Association also 
for their part in contributing class and 
color to the occasion ........ . 

We're told the Doggies bawled and bawled 
and bawled, deep in the heart of Maui at 
their hosts by the Bob Ishimarus, Tom 
Kadotas, Sus Hatas, Tsugio Kaisens, 
Tarush Yamamotos, Porky Furuyas, Seitoku 
Akamines, Larry Tanimotos, Takao Miyao, 
Sadatoshi Miyazono, Susumu Sato and Spider 
Yahata. If any names were omitted, go see 
the chaplain ..... Thanks also to Maui from 
Co. F'ers on hosting the F Co. reunion. 
Add the names of Kazunobu Yamamotos, 
Shigeru Itos and Kazuma Taguchis to the 
list of attendees mentioned in a previous 
issue. There's talk of next year's shindig 
to coincide with Club 100's 40th Anniversary 
Reunion in July in Honolulu. 

To wish you 
at Christmas and always 

the music of laughter 
the warmth of friendship 

the spirit of love 



SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA CHAPTER NEWS 

by Tad Hashimoto 

On Sunday, Sept. 6th a birthday 
celebration was held for Allen and 
Kaza Dang for a combined 60th birth
day, hosted by Kenneth, Keith, 
Beverly and Carlos (sons, daughter 
husband and wives) at the Tai Hong 
Restaurant in Chinatown Los Angeles. 

The theme was Hawaiian and each 
table had a fresh ripe decorated 
pineapple centerpiece which was given 
away to the lucky recipient having the 
number 60 on the bottom of his plate. 

With a little over 500 persons present 
and with the majority in Aloha shirts 
and muu-muus, we had a Chinese feast. 
The festivities began with Harry 
Yamamoto as the M.C. 

Allan and Kaza Dang were introduced 
to everyone by an entertaining skit 
and brief synopsis of their happily 
married life, and Hawaiian enter
tainment was presented to go along 
with the theme of the evening. 

100th members present were: M/M Henry 
Sakato, M/M Eric Abe, M/M Monte 
Fujita and son Wayne, M/M Henry 
Hayashi, M/M Tom Kasai, M/M Bill 
Miyagi, M/M Jim Ishizawa, M/M Lloyd 
Seki, M/M Harry Fukasawa, M/M Buddy 
Mamiya, M/M Young Oak Kim, M/M Tad 
Hashimoto, Matsu Furuye, Tommie 
Otsuji and Tsugoe ogawa. Sitting at 
our table as one of the guests was 
the honorable Judge John Aiso. 

Allan Dang donated $25.00 to Club 
100th for his 60th birthday. 

On Sept. 17th, M/M Bob Takashige, 
M/M Yozo Yamamoto, M/M Bob Sakoki, 
M/M Yasuto Furusho and son Keith, 
Tsutomu Ogata, Kenneth Kaneko, and 
Dick Oguro stopped over in Los Angeles 
for a couple of days. 

They attended the 34th Infantry 
Division Reunion in Amana, Iowa with 
stops in Chicago, Denver and Las Vegas. 
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We had a chance to visit with them, hear 
about the reunion and enjoy dinner at the 
Tokyo Kaikan Restaurant. Joining us also 
were two U.C.L.A. exchange students, 
Hiroko Kikuchi from Tokyo, and Harumi Aoto 
from Sendai, Japan. 

Eric Abe acting as M.C. and Lloyd Seki, 
president of the Southern California 
Chapter welcomed the group. Dick Oguro 
introduced the islanders and Bill Miyagi 
introduced the mainland members. 

100th members present were: M/M Tad Hashimoto 
M/M Eric Abe, M/M Harry Fukasawa, M/M Allan 
Dang, M/M Buddy Mamiya, M/M Young O. Kim, 
M/M Ben Tagami, M/M Henry Sakato, M/M 
William Terao, M/M Henry Hayashi, M/M 
Lloyd Seki, M/M Kiyoshi Horino, Bill 
Miyagi, Mike Miyake, Matsu Furuye, Monte 
Fujita, Douglas Tanaka, and Ray Sugimoto. 

Mrs. Sachi Furuto, wife of one of our very 
active members, Kazuto Furuto, passed away 
on September 21, 1981. Private funeral 
services were held on September 24th for 
Mrs. Furuto. 

Sachi is survived by her husband Kazuto, 
two sons Donald and Ross, two daughters 
Gayle and Mrs. Shari Nishi, two grand
children, parents Taku Nosuke and Itsu 
Damoto, and brother Mike Damoto. 

Several telegrams were received from 
Hawaii from Blue Nagasaki and Biffa 
Moriguchi and also Koden. Club 100th of 
Southern California sent a floral arrange
ment and although the funeral services 
were unannounced, the chapel was over
flowing with family and friends. 

Some of the members present for the 11:00 
a.m. service were, Buddy Mamiya, Aileen 
Yoshino, Lloyd Seki, M/M Monte Fujita, 
M/M Ray Sugimoto, M/M Bill Miyagi, M/M 
Roy Ono~ Tom Kasai, M/M Ken Muranaga, 
Sam Yamashi ta., Ai Takahashi, William 
Terao, Francis Shiroma, M/M Young Oak 
Kim, Henry Hayashi, Mike Miyake, M/M 
Willie Hahn, M/M Harry Fukasawa, M/M Ben 
Tagami and son and daughter Hogan and 
Lisa, Tad Hashimoto and M/M Eric Abe. 

Sachi was always a cheerful, smiling, 
kind and loving person and from all of us, 
our deepest sympathy to Kaz Furuto and his 
family for such a great loss. 

I 



KAUAI CHAPTER NEWS 

by Ben Morimoto 

At this reporting there is not much 
news of Kauai I can write about. My 
wife and I returned few days ago after 
spending a truly, wonderful vacation 
of three weeks in Japan with fellow 
vacationers from Kauai, Honolulu and 
California. The Californians were 
Mr. and Mrs. Eric Abe, Mr. and Mrs. 
James Ishizawa, Mr. Albert Takahashi, 
and Miss Masako Seki (sister of Lloyd 
Seki). It seemed we were the (Lucky 
Ones) favored with good weather missing 
the typhoon, rain and cold winds that 
other tour groups encountered. 

Now a few comments of the trip seen 
and heard: Husbands never seen before 
elsewhere toddling behind their wives 
carrying shopping bags loaded with 
bargains. Wives always looking for 
bargains in shopping malls or gift 
shops and if one finds it, it is a sell 
out and which at times almost cause a 
bus delay. This trip was a vacation 
for the wives for once they ~ere free 
from their household duties, no cooking, 
no washing dishes, no house cleaning, 
and best of all don't be blamed for the 
food served on the table. The long 
walks and steep climbing of temple and 
castle steps may have caused aching 
feet but when come to walking for 
shopping, no sign of it. The men 
folks (age factor) too had the same 
tiredness and aching feet and so at 
one nite stops in hotels they stayed 
in. However if we were in the heart 
of the city, a few (permission of Mrs.) 
I guess with the singles went exploring 
outside. Now the many who have brought 
home the extra weight are dieting. 

The Memorial Service at the Veterans 
Cemetery was another day of perfect 
weather. Muggsy Morikawa was the M.C., 
Mrs. Rikio Mod tsugu headed the Widows 
group for refreshments and Mrs. Lillian 
Takiguchi and Mrs. Norma Senda presented 
and laid the wreath. Last year this 
honor was given to the widows and this 
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year to the women for their support in 
our club activities. Invitations were 
sent to all Veterans Organizations and 
so the attendance was bigger than 
previous years. After the service 
some members gathered at Green Garden 
with our guest speaker Captain Evans, 
Commander of P.M.R. at Barking Sands. 
The next and final activity is our 
Xmas party. Kungo Iwai is in charge 
of selecting the place and other 
arrangements and as of now the date 
has not been set. 

Weddings 

Candids & Formals 

Baby Portraits 

Color or 

Black & White 

PHONE 
949-0102 

2080-8 S. King Sl 
HONOLULU 

H. DEAN ISHIHARA 

PHONE 
677-3335 

94-268 Depot Sl 
WAIPAHU 



BONSAI CLUB NEWS 

by Richard Yamamoto 

In Bonsai, rootage is very 
important. Roots that are coiled, 
deeply buried or straight down are 
not natural. When a young plant is 
transplanted, heavy roots must be 
pruned so that small fibrous roots are 
encouraged. Roots must be kept untan
gled and straightened so that they 
spread horizontally in the soil. Roots 
only on one side or those with small 
roots on a large trunk is not balanced. 

Doris and Henry Kawano recently 
completed a ten-week course in the 
annual "ABCs of Bonsai" class held by 
the Hawaii Bonsai Association at 
Foster Botanical Gardens. Doris 
brought to our last meeting a bonsai 
plant which she had shaped and wired 
at one of the classes and it was so 
expertly done that it looked as though 
it was done by a long time pro. The 
Kawanos are very enthusiastic about 
their new hobby and we are looking 
forward to seeing a lot of their 
creations soon. 

September and october being a 
good time to travel, many of our 
members were hit by the travel bug. 
The Masaru Kadomotos went to Japan, 
the Yoshio Anzais to the mainland, the 
Sumio Itos to fabulous China, the Bill 
Komodas on a business trip to the main
land, Tom Matsumura to Las Vegas, Alice 
Oki to the Big Island and the Hideshi 
Niimis to Maui for the "F" Company 
reunion. While traveling, the members 
always keep their eyes open for bonsai 
plants. 

Speaking of traveling, our club 
has been informed that a group from 
Hawaii will attend the California 
Bonsai Society, Inc. Silver Anniver
sary Bonsai Exhibition and Seminar in 
April of next year. This is a good 
chance to see the best of bonsai in the 
Los Angeles area. 

A Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year 
to all! 
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MAUl CHAPTER NEWS 

by Tom Naga ta 

Maui Chapter members, wives and next 
of kin gathered at the Makawao 
Veteran's Cemetery at 2 PM, Sunday, 
September 27 to attend the memorial 
service for our fallen comrades. The 
Rev. Haruo Yamamoto conducted the 
service in Japanese and English, and 
Goichi Shimanuki was the MC. Goichi 
and Kiyoshi Ikeda were the co-chairmen 
of this outstanding memorial service, 
and also prepared the refreshments 
that were served after the service. 
The 39 graves presented a colorful 
sight with plumeria leis made by the 
wives and beautiful red anthuriums 
from Hilo. We want to thank Yasuo 
Iwasaki and Stanley Ushijima of Hilo 
for sending us those 50 dozen red 
anthuriums and also to Kiyoshi Ikeda 
for getting the anthuriums from 
Kahului Airport to Makawao. The 
anthuriums were flown in free, 
courtesy of Aloha Airlines. 

Our annual shave ice project at the 
Maui County Fair was a financial 
success. General chairman Johnny 
Miyagawa worked hard during the 4 days 
seeing to the proper scheduling of 
workers, preparing the booth, and 
bringing in the equipment and supplies. 
We commend Johnny, as well as the club 
members, wives, grandchildren, and 
members of the Pierates Little League 
baseball team and backers. Thank you, 
Tadao Sato and Tom Miyoken of Maui 
Soda and Ice Works, for your kind 
donations to our booth workers. 

We extend our deepest sympathies to 
Shigeru Tomita, whose mother passed 
away, and also to the Rokuro Kamimoto's, 
at the loss of Mrs. Kamimoto's mother, 
who passed away recently. 

I wish you all a Merry Christmas and a 
Happy New Year! 



A DAY'S ACTIVITIES 

by Gloria Tamashiro 

A phone call at 7:30 a.m. started me jumping and assembling my thoughts 
for my daily "To Be Done" list. I have notes hither and yon throughout our 
home to assist me in "remembering". When I am ready to tackle something, I 
gather up my notes and get going. Sometimes I dawdle and reflect, compare, 
and search for ways to simplify and speed up things that must be done so I 
would have time to do what I really want to do. Seldom do I accomplish every
thing on my daily "To Be Done" list. If I manage to accomplish two-thirds, I 
end the day with a good feeling and a sense of pride thrown in. 

Since my spouse was playing with his typewriter, I made a quick call to 
my neighbor for a ride to the church, since he goes there every Monday. (He 
belongs to the Monday Men's Group at our church). At the church, I checked 
over certain things with the secretary, dashed upstairs to sort out the left
over items from our annual church Harvest Fair which had taken place only two 
days ago (Nov. 14). 

Rummaging through boxes and packages took nearly an hour. Some articles 
could be recycled. Others doomed for discard. It was getting warmer in the 
room as I worked. I could feel the perspiration running down my back, even 
wi th the window open. I needed a pen and masking tape for marking. Wi th a 
package of discards, I walked downstairs, dumped the package in the trash can 
and walked back up without the pen and tape. Down I went, a second time, for 
the pen and tape. Did some more sorting with an eye on the clock. After my 
scheduled one hour, I dragged two packages of scrap fabrics downstairs to be 
taken home and worked on for next year's fair. 

I walked around the entire gym area of our church, made mental notes of 
what needs tending to after the holidays. Perhaps a job jar should be esta
blished. Two other women were around, so we conversed briefly about the 
success of the past week's events, bid adieu and went on our merry ways. 

What did I find when I reached home? The breakfast dishes were waiting 
for me, as usual. It was nearly time to prepare lunch. Oh heck, why quibble, 
just do it. So step by step, the cleaning process began. Finally at ten 
minutes to twelve lunch was ready. Then another mess to plow through. What 
a life! I think of my friend, Ralph, who is presently depressed for having 
lost four fingers from his right hand resulting from a home accident. I thank 
the Lord for the things I am able to do. 

Work in my studio took up the next two hours of my day. With my mind on 
my plants I had to stop and talk to them, ere they disown me, stemming from 
sheer neglect. With my baggy rags and a good dose of mosquito repellent, I 
greeted my plants, group by group. I had several plant cuttings that needed 
potting very badly, besides the one plant our daughter had asked to have 
transplanted. It is a type of diffenbachea in a three inch pot loaded with 
new shoots. I carefully borrowed a shoot to start a new plant. I lined up all 
the newly potted plants, stepped back, surveyed my work and was pleased. 

Fortunately, I made enough stew for two meals. Therefore, I utilized the 
normal dinner preparation time for baking pumpkin pies. My family was due for a 
treat. I had some left over milk from the mass baking done at the church fair. 
Lady luck provided me with enough milk to bake four pies. And that is what I did . 
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CLUB 100 COOKING CLASS 

by Sally Inouye 

The cooking class will start the year 
of 1982 with the following new slate 
of officers: 

Chairperson: Sally Inouye, assisted by 
Hazel Hagiwara, Beatrice Higa & Esther 
Ueno. 

Vice President: Vivian Nakamura & 
Frances Sakoki 

Treasurers: Frances Komiyama, Elsie 
Oshita & Marge Toma 

Advisor: Gladys Kawakami 

The class is on its third year by 
popular request and the members are 
acquiring gourmet talent and accumu
lating many ono-licious recipes. 

The aroma filling the clubhouse on 
the second Sunday of each month seems 
to entice some of the club members 
relaxing in the lounge room. 

We hope the aroma from the cooking 
class will reach you to join us in 
1982. Generous samples are tasted by 
members at each session. 

It was a pupu session for the month of 
November ......... Esther Ueno demon-
strated a refreshing Cran-Raspberry 
Sherbert mold which she claims is easy 
to prepare. 

•.... To go along with the mold, Gladys 
Kawakami prepared something new to most 
of us; Baked Yam & apple which was 
enjoyed very much. The two dishes will 
make your Thanksgiving a festive dinner. 

•.... Pig Picking cake, an attractive ono 
cake was demonstrated by Hazel Hagiwara 
who got the recipe while visiting her 
daughter in Virginia • 

..... Lilikoi Kanten, made from fresh 
Lilikoi fruit was demonstrated by 
Beatrice Higa. 
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..... Coconut Kanten with beautiful green 
color was a treat to most members. It 
was prepared by the reporter. 

Then Marge Toma showed us some fancy art 
of cutting the kanten for morimono dish. 

The January session will be an exciting 
one with some favorite recipes prepared 
by Gladys Kawakami & Elsie Oshita. Of 
course there will be others. 

There will be no class in December as 
most housewives will have busy schedule 
for the holiday festivity. 

WISHING YOU ALL A MERRY & GOOD EATING 
HOLIDAYS! 

Specializing in ... 
CAKES for every occasion 

PASTRIES PIES ROLLS 

NASH TAHARA 

Ouly the fiuest ingredient!; 

go into all of our products 

J1I e stress on 

Quality - Service - Cleanliness 

KINGS BAKERY 
Phone 941·5211 

1936 S. KlNG ST. • HONOL L 



DANCE CLUB NEWS 

by Yasuo Takata 

Trick or Treat! The dance club had 
a real treat at their Halloween 
Dance on Friday, Oct. 30 at the 
clubhouse. Thanks to chairman Rikio 
Tsuda and his lovely wife, Evelyn, 
who made it a real 'fun' evening. 
They received a rousing thank you 
applause at the end of the evening. 

The club promised to furnish the 
liquid refreshment and a little 
"pupu" due to lack of funds, so they 
asked for voluntary donations of 
canapes, hoI's d'ouvres, pupu, snacks 
and dessert. The trick or treater's 
who attended came with more "Treats" 
than "Tricks". We did have one spook 
who had the whole gang guessing as 
to who he was. He created quite a 
sensation. He was none other than 
Ray Hatakenaka our 'Numba-one' 
innovator. 

The program was handled by Arthur 
Komiyama who with his games had 
practically everyone dancing with 
everyone else. Arthur has a fund 
of games to mix, blend, intermingle 
and scramble people like the Monday, 
Tuesday and Thrusday groups. 

The new officers of the Dance Club: 
President-Kazuto Shimizu, 1st V.P. 
Stanley Akita, 2nd V.P.-Rikio Tsuda, 
Secretary-Akira Akimoto, Treasurer
Fred Hosokawa and Dance Director
Yasuo Takata wish to thank all the 
volunteers, the donors and the 
members for making it such a 
hilarious night. I believe we had 
the biggest bunch of Monday nighters 
mixing it up with the rest. It was 
really a treat! Not only the pupus, 
but the music furnished by Sonsei 
Nakamura and Arthur Komiyama. Ah! 
Those dreamy waltzes from Arthur's 
tapes had practically everyone on 
the dance floor. Not to be out
done Sonsei played some 'real fast' 
pieces. The couples took several 
steps and the music ended. Perhaps 
a Trick! after all it was 'Halloween!' 
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The treat of the evening was an exhi
bition by our instructors Larry and 
Clara Inouye doing a 'Tango'. What 
a rousing "big hand" they received. 
Such styling, such smooth stealth, 
such sudden turns pulsating to the 
Latin rythm. Larry has instructed 
us to dance flat, more stealthily 
like a cat in the Tango. None of us 
has advanced to that stage yet. 
It takes practice and more practice. 
Furthermore you have to start at a 
younger age. Our muscles and bones 
are too stiff with age but we can 
dream about it. 

Since our new year began in August, 
our Monday group has been practicing 
fox trot; so has our Tuesday group in 
advance fox trot continuously. The 
change has been noticeable. There 
is hardly any clomping, styling has 
improved, posture is better, coordination 
and feeling for the rhythm are getting 
there. The emphasis is now on styling 
rather than steps. To do a few steps 
confidently with coordination and 
pulsating to the beat rather than many 
steps raggedly. The Thursday group 
which has been on Rhumba have learned 
to use their arms, hands, body and 
feet properly. You seldom see a 
limp hand along the body. They are 
using their free hand and arms wi th 
more expression. No longer looking 
stiff tin toys anymore. 

A side interest has developed at our 
dance practice sessions and party 
dances - "the taste for wine". Several 
people have brought in imported wines 
mostly light, white wine including our 
instructor who seems to have a taste 
for good wine. If you are interested, 
get in touch with me and if we have 
enough people we could have a wine 
class for 2 or 3 nights. I could get 
an instructor free of charge and 
possibly the wine also. This is not 
limited to Dance Club members but to 
all members of Club 100. 

Though we have lost some of our old
timers we have some returning and a 
new couple. Welcome back - Sakae and 
Stella Tanigawa, Frank and Iris Fujiwara, 
and Chikami and Jean Hirayama. Our 
new couple is Mr. & Mrs. Hiroshi Komori. 



VETERANS ADMINISTRATION - NEWS RELEASE 

Q - I AM INTERESTED IN STARTING MY OWN BUSINESS. DOES THE VETERANS ADMINISTRATIO 
PROVIDE BUSINESS LOANS TO VETERANS? 

A - No. The VA does not provide business loans for veterans. Such loans may 
be available through the Small Business Administration. Check the "U.S. 
Government" section of your local telephone directory for the address of 
the nearest SBA office 

Q - I AM A WORLD WAR II VETERAN WHO LET MY GI INSURANCE LAPSE YEARS AGO. I 
RECENTLY READ THAT A NEW BILL PASSED CONGRESS GIVING VETERANS LIKE ME A 
DIVIDEND ON THIS LAPSED INSURANCE. HOW DO I APPLY? 

A - Any story you hear about insurance dividends for lapsed Veterans Administration 
insurance is only a false rumor that occasionally spreads in different parts 
of the country. The only insurance dividends currently being paid by the VA 
are to veterans who were issued participating policies in World War I, World 
War II and the Korean Conflict, who have maintained the policies in premium 
paying status. 

Q - IS THERE ANY TIME LIMIT FOR USING MY CERTIFICATE OF ELIGIBILITY FOR A 
VETERANS ADMINISTRATION GUARANTEED HOME LOAN? 

A - No. There is no time limit for using your certificate of eligibility for 
the purchase of a home. 

Q - ARE VETERANS ADMINISTRATION BENEFITS SUBJECT TO TAXATION? 

A - Almost all veterans benefits are non-taxable. However, there are two 
exceptions. One is interest paid on accrued GI insurance dividends left 
on deposit. The other is death settlement proceeds. 

Q - IF I E~~OUNTER LEGAL DIFFICULTIES WHILE PURCHASING A HOME USING THE GI BILL, 
WILL THE VETERANS ADMINISTRATION PAY OR PROVIDE FOR ANY LEGAL ASSISTANCE 
I MAY NEED? 

A - No. The VA does not payor provide for any legal assistance a veteran may 
need to deal with troubles encountered in the purchase or construction of 
a home. 

Q - MY HUSBAND WANTS TO BE BURIED IN ARLINGTON NATIONAL CEMETERY. WHAT SHOULD 
HE DO? 

A - This cemetery is under the jurisdiction of the Department of the Arm!, and 
burial is limited to specific categories of military personnel and veterans, 
except in the case of cremated remains to be placed in the columbarium. For 
details, write to the Superintendent, Arlington National Cemetery, Arlington, 
Va. 22211. 

Vietnam Era veterans have 10 years from their date of discharge, or until Dec. 3 
1989, to use their GI Bill education benefits. 
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JHlfEIDO 
PERFECTION 

TOTAL TRI-BALANCE FACIAL CARE
ENERGIZING FOR HEALTHY SKIN ECOLOGY 

Maybe not the bloom of youth. but the quintessence 
of beauty is within reach. SHISEIDO has added a 

it t If>( 

new dimension to skin care. safely using 
biologically active ingredients to energize 

normal skin functions. Beautiful skin can 
be cultivated with SHISEIDO. 

~ Facial Skin Care Collection 
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